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At the heart o f contemporary efforts to address the globally felt impacts of deforestation 
are complex negotiations between local actors subsisting from the land and outside 
development agencies guided by particular conceptions of the problems. Within the 
debate surrounding conservation-based development, competing values and interests 
concerning land use can be observed and brought to the surface. Protected area 
management projects such as the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor continue to be a 
preferred strategy for the conservation of forest and biodiversity, among large and small 
agencies. Sometimes effective in reaching their environmental goals, these strategies 
reflect distinctly North American concerns over deforestation and loss of biodiversity. 
Often missing from such endeavors in Central America is participation by or the 
perspective of the poor farmers who live in closest proximity to the forests being 
protected.
A recent trend in conservation projects is to incorporate local knowledge and interests 
into project design and implementation. A new conservation-based initiative in central 
Panama hopes to develop strategies that protect both the environment and the livelihoods 
of local farmers. Through immersion in the land use practices of local farmers, this 
report highlights critical aspects of their subsistence-based lifestyles in order to better 
inform the development process in Madrono from the “bottom up.” Research shows a 
small, economically marginal population employing unsustainable adaptive land use 
strategies determined by local access and control over resources and responsive to 
fluctuating domestic markets and international development pressures. Local practices 
are also highlighted in contrast to the work of government extension agents and an 
American non-profit organization, which see organic techniques and flat land agriculture 
as viable alternatives for the region. Bringing these contested perspectives to the 
surface, this case study provides a useful document for local actors as well as engages 
critical issues at the heart of the interface between development and conservation.
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INTRODUCTION
In a small upland valley in central Panama called San Jose de Madrono, a small 
group of farmers have adapted their land uses for the cultivation of culantro as their 
primary source of income. The practices they use to prepare land are characteristic of 
many poor farmers in the uplands of Central America, which have become an increasing 
source of concern by many large and small development agencies in the United States. 
One concerned nonprofit organization from California has begun measures to intervene -  
both for the sake of the upland forest environment and the sustainable livelihoods of local 
farmers. The recent presence of this non-governmental organization (NGO) is a 
significant change in the history of Madrofio and an acceleration of its development. The 
NGO’s Centro Madrono (CM) is designed as a venue for education programs and cross 
cultural exchanges as well as to prevent the forests conversion into pasture or cultivation. 
At this site various actors in the valley, international students, and other development 
agencies are initiating a process of knowledge exchange. This process highlights a 
critical characteristic of modem attempts at sustainable development in which local 
knowledge and adapted land uses confront outside ideas of sustainability, conservation, 
and viable land uses. The purpose of this report is to identify and describe the multiple 
views of land use practices currently in negotiation immediately around CM.
This report focuses on the household scale of analysis in order to highlight often- 
unheard voices: those of the farmers subsisting from highly contested tropical forest 
resources. The adaptive practices employed by these farmers are grouped in this report 
as reflective of “local” knowledge, and reflect short-term, market-driven decisions that 
are consistent with those of poor farmers throughout Central America and which, often
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result in decreased soil fertility, diminishing yields, and tend to encourage further 
migration onto un-colonized lands. Within households, particular land managers were 
interviewed, thus the “local” perspective is by no means a complete one as most female 
and youth perspectives from the area are absent.
Household level decision making processes are not isolated, but seen as reactions 
to dynamic pressures generated from outside the Madrono community, whether by 
government agencies, international development pressures, or cultural norms. Sensitivity 
to these various scales of analysis is a characteristic of recent scholarship in political 
ecology. Case study analyses from this discipline, among others in the social sciences, 
address unsatisfactory single-factor causation explanations for environmental and social 
problems (e.g. shifting cultivation by land-hungry peasants causes deforestation) and the 
manifestation of these explanations in well-intentioned, often contested conservation 
projects (Blakie and Brookfield 1987; Geist and Lambin 2002).
One tool highlighted in political ecology suggests studying various scales of 
analysis- household, government, international- as shaped by unique, distinguishable, sets 
of pressures and thus seen as “nested” (Blakie and Brookfield 1987). Useful to making 
connections between various “nested” scales are questions about who has access and 
control over resources, who is marginalized, and how are current realities rooted in 
history. These types of inquiries, particularly ones generated from the “bottom up,” often 
reveal “competing values” over what is worth sustaining in development initiatives 
(Hassanein 2002).
Having repeatedly illustrated the difficulty faced by development agencies of 
instituting projects from the top-down, these critiques are redefining the role of
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researchers and development agents. Instead of passive observers, researchers are agents 
of change, actors immersed in the development process bringing their own values and 
influence into the discourse. If knowledge is seen as a resource that can be degraded, 
preserved, celebrated, ignored, or exploited like any other, then the researcher can 
potentially be an extractive presence, just as a logging company is the extractive agent in 
a virgin forest. On the other hand, the researcher can act as an effective disseminator of 
information and facilitator of collaborative, mutually beneficial exchanges by putting 
knowledge and research capabilities in the hands of research subjects (Anderson 1991; 
Park 1993). In order to do so a researcher’s assessment of a site should attempt to present 
multiple, often competing views as part of the local landscape in order to prevent one 
perspective from being portrayed as reflective of reality.
The study of land use allows immersion in complex negotiations of conservation 
both because of the tangible and measurable realities that can be observed- crops grown, 
forest patches cleared, etc.- and because of its ubiquity, that is, people everywhere use 
land to make a living. How people use the land can be seen as an expression of their 
particular conceptions of development within a larger context of external pressures and 
realities that often force particular land uses. With questions pertaining to land-use 
activities, I sought to engage a small community of farmers in Madrono and identify a 
range of opinions and experiences about their importance, resilience, and sustainability.
Research findings are shared after the following chapter, in which a broader 
context of development and conservation is established. The next chapter summarizes 
the problematic development trend of protected area management as a strategy for 
conservation and the emergence of political ecology in response to these trends. This
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theoretical backdrop frames a brief discussion of development in the Panamanian context 
and then sets up some of the competing values and ideas converging at CM.
This report is the first of its kind undertaken in this area, but certainly will not be 
the last as Centro Madrono becomes a more established presence in the valley. I share 
multiple perspectives about land use and conservation issues, including my own, in 
attempts to address the lack of communication and knowledge exchange I observed 
between three groups with mutual interests. I intend to translate and distribute the 
document to campesinos, NGO organizers, and government extension agents at the site 
and offer the document as a building block hope as the development of Madrono 
proceeds (the upper slopes of San Jose around CM).
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SUSTENANCE, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONSERVATION
The recent era of globalization has been marked by rapid exchange of 
information, ideas, and material goods across state and national borders. One significant 
and unique outcome of this aspect of “modernity” has been an increased exchange of
ideas and practices about conservation strategies and sustainable land use practices in the
\
form of well-intentioned “development” projects. These projects range from multi­
million dollar infrastructure improvements funded by the World Bank to efforts by 
NGO’s operating on shoestring budgets. Most development projects are initiated by 
agencies in the North for the benefit of rural people in the South (McMichael 2000; 
Western and Wright 1994), and have followed various development frameworks since the 
1950’s, with a recent emphasis on conservation. One of the more recent trends has been 
the concerted attempt by development agencies to value local participation and 
incorporate local knowledge and interests into project design and implementation. Of 
particular interest is how the concept of conservation has framed development projects 
but oftentimes reveals the difficulty of integrating local realities and aspirations with 
outside ideas. From the perspective of the outside actor, development often results in a 
“chasm between the hopeful rhetoric” and “the messy realities observed on the ground” 
(Young et al. 2001: 299).
Global concerns over the social and environmental conditions in Central America 
have led to many conservation-based projects focused on communities in the upland 
humid tropics. These projects tend to base their work on distinctly North American 
ecological concerns that associate particular meanings to and causes of deforestation and 
loss o f biological and cultural diversity. When these projects turn to funders for support,
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they oftentimes cite global needs to protect our remaining biodiversity and megafauna 
and help restore fading indigenous cultures as the ethical imperatives behind their work 
(Baker 1984; Leach and Fairhead 2000; Young et al. 2001). The following passage from 
a funding proposal, written by the NGO that bought land to protect and built CM, is 
characteristic:
Less than one generation ago, the upper Mamoni and Madrono river valleys 
were covered with extensive primary forest containing many large 
mammals. Today, land use pressure from agrarian reform has turned the 
valley floor to barren, eroded cattle pastures. The unproductive land is now 
forcing the campesinos, most of them untitled yet indebted to the 
Agricultural Development Bank (BDA), to push up unstable slopes, (often 
under loan default pressure from the BDA), to the border with Kuna Yala 
and Chagres National Park. (Earth Train 2003: 14)
While these concerns are legitimate, “these higher levels of concern are a mixed 
blessing, since they invite both support and intervention from outside the region” (Jones 
1990). The project goals implied in this statement to stop deforestation have been 
defined exclusively by an outside organization without input by the people who live on 
and near the site. Latent in this characterization of the problem is a struggle between 
conservationists and powerful interests tied to global markets, which create pressures 
toward clearing. If only these perspectives are considered relevant, however, local 
farmers become “camouflage” in the process (Jones 1990), their interests do not get 
reflected in conservation projects, and the process often exacerbates current pressures 
affecting their land use practices.
The agency of the farmer in the causal chain of the problems is critical, and 
highlighted in this report, since it is their cooperation that will be necessary to carry out 
conservation initiatives. Though local ecological knowledge or land use practices should
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not be glorified, attempts to develop Madrono and/or conserve its forests will surely be 
complicated by realities on the ground if concerted efforts are not taken by organizations 
to understand locally felt pressures and incorporate local definitions of problems into 
their development projects.
The education-based and collaborative approach hoped for at CM is unique and 
laudable, but there is nothing new about an American NGO in the humid tropics seeking 
to do good work with the “local” people. Many recent criticisms of such projects have 
made me aware of the potential of CM to become or represent a neo-colonial presence in 
the eyes of local residents (Agrawal 1999; Baker 1984; Brechin et al. 2003). Recent 
research, particularly by political ecologists, has focused attention on people’s subjective 
experiences and opinions of development projects. This literature has convincingly 
shown how people targeted (at least in rhetoric) to benefit from development projects 
often do not benefit and instead suffer increased workloads and isolation (Agrawal 1999; 
Awanyo 2001; Young et al. 2001). As tools for closer analysis, political ecologists 
strongly suggest paying attention to issues of marginality, access and control over 
resources, and socio-economic pressures affecting decision-making processes at the 
government, international, and household scales. Accordingly, the following discussion 
will serve to ground the CM project into a larger history of “development” trends, 
particularly conservation initiatives, and the critical scholarship that has accompanied 
them.
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Political Ecology: Negotiating Development and Conservation
Political ecology emerged within a lineage of development strategies and their 
critiques. This development ‘speak’ has undergone a shift from a focus on top-down, 
highly prescriptive policies, to a push towards establishing protected areas and most 
recently to what some have called an exaggerated focus on the ill-defined community 
(Agrawal 1999). This change in discourse fundamentally affects how development 
projects are designed, how and from whom funding is secured, and how development 
agencies do their work. As development projects emerged after the Second World War, 
they were characterized by a colonial-style emphasis on facilitating intensive agriculture 
and extractive techniques in poor rural areas and forests (the periphery) and processing 
them into goods bound for urban centers (the core). These types of highly prescriptive 
development projects have persisted and are now reflected most prominently in the 
neoliberal vision of global economic integration and free markets (see McMichael 2000).
As brief and unpredictable economic booms slowed, the harmful effects of these 
policies on fragile ecosystems and dependent communities emerged. As major 
infrastructure projects and transforming agricultural models (such as Green Revolution 
rice farming systems) began showing their inability to sustain the livelihoods, over the 
long-term, of the people they were designed to help, new development strategies came to 
the forefront. A significant trend that emerged in the 1970’s and 80’s, particularly 
reinforced by the Brundtland report of 1987, and recently by the 1992 Earth Summit in 
Rio de Janeiro, is a global emphasis toward preserving biological diversity and 
conserving forest cover (McMichael 2000).
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Garrett Hardin’s seminal work “The Tragedy of the Commons” (1968) helped 
shape a conceptual backdrop to the rise in the establishment of protected areas. The 
popular vision in the North as to the causes of deforestation was of stupid, hungry, or idle 
peasants who were incapable of conserving their forests (Agrawal 1999; Blakie and 
Brookfield 1987). Hardin’s fear that population growth by ‘peasants’ could only lead to 
more extractive pressures on resources was highly influential in framing the design of 
development projects. Effective conservation was determined to be possible only 
through the state or the “equally heavy hand” of the market and private property rights 
(Agrawal 1999: 631; McMichael: 2000). The trend toward protected area creation, 
criticized by some as “fortress-style conservation,” (Young 2001: 300) has manifested 
contemporary efforts such as the creation of the Meso-American Biological Corridor. 
Closer examination of this endeavor reveals the interface between local knowledge and 
outside influence, a tension between, “The right of communities to assume control over 
their own land and resources, and the right of outsiders to deny them the use o f species 
and resources” (Western and Wright 1994: 7). The heavy-handed approach to 
conservation by NGO’s and states has led critics at the grassroots and in academia to 
refer to conservation as an elite preoccupation, or simply a new form of colonialism 
(Agrawal 1999; Baker 1984; Brechin et al. 2003).
A recurring critical theme is that development projects largely fail to assess the 
complex realities that frame individual land use choices. This step is too often 
overlooked and project leaders, sensing an urgency to act in the face of accelerating 
global problems or the shrinking of the “commons,” assume to know the needs of a 
community. A growing body of literature in political ecology has cited fundamental
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flaws in project design and implementation that reflect an urge on the part of outside 
NGO’s to intervene with “solutions,” often failing to first read the local terrain and then 
justly inform the development agenda from the “bottom up.” Even when the “terrain” is 
read conscientiously, normative and distinctly Northern conceptions of concepts like 
“community,” “development,” and “deforestation” dominate development discourse and 
practice as projects are implemented (Awanyo 2001; Brosius 2003).
Community-based conservation (CBC) arose in an effort to design projects that 
are relevant to concerns put forth by people living at the site - to put community at the 
center of development. The move toward CBC reflects a change in focus “from the top 
to the bottom, from the center to the periphery, from the elite to the poor, and from the 
urban to the rural” (Western and Wright 1994: 7). This rhetorical shift has had 
significant impacts on how recent conservation projects are carried out and funded. 
Poorly funded non-profit initiatives and million dollar World Bank projects alike (and all 
the development projects in between) are now focusing on “community participation” 
and “community empowerment” as essential, if not central, design components of 
development projects (Bray et al. 2003; McCarthy 2002; Young et al. 2001).
But good intentions are not enough and are certainly not a justification for outside 
agencies to assume authority. “When values clash,” Hassanein asserts,4‘there is no 
independent authority that society can meaningfully appeal to for a definitive resolution 
of disputes” (2003: 78). The degree of agency local residents and communities have in 
the design and implementation of development projects, and the relationship between 
their agency and land use patterns are critical indicators of project performance and
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sustainability over the long term. Pimbert and Pretty claim, “it is when local people are 
excluded that degradation is more likely to occur” (cited in Young et al. 2001: 302).
The political ecology perspective is useful for this project in that it provides a 
framework for understanding site-specific land use patterns in the context of historical 
settlement and land use and relative to larger institutional structures. The approach 
compels researchers and development agents to “consider more fundamental, ultimate 
reasons for peasant land use patterns” and question how those patterns reflect institutional 
biases that create inequalities and foster exploitation of certain people and particular 
resources (Brosius 2003: 51). Land use practices of farmers in Madrono, for example, 
are not based solely on isolated decisions by locals, but are a product of larger forces 
operating at various scales and over time such as the volume of the river, domestic 
market prices, cultural norms among campesinos, etc. Politically, San Jose de Madrono 
is within the township of Las Margaritas, the district of Chepo, and the state of Panama.
Development in Panama
The republic of Panama was separated from Columbia in 1903 in the interests, 
held by American and Panamanian political elites, of creating an inter-oceanic canal. 
International interests play a major if not defining role in determining the development of 
Panama and have facilitated the dominance of the service sector in the country’s national 
economy. In this regard, Panama is a Central American anomaly. Approximately 80% 
of Panama’s three million people live in the Canal Zone (between Panama City and 
Colon), where most of the country’s wealth is concentrated (Earth Train 2003).
Panama’s economy has been characterized by a dual structure: a modem service sector 
with high productivity aimed at the world market on one side and a predominantly
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traditional agricultural sector (including ranching) with low productivity oriented toward 
domestic consumption (Instituto Interamericano 2003a). This structure contributes to one 
of the largest inequalities in income distribution among Central American countries; 
poverty levels over the last three decades in Panama have been consistent between 37- 
47% (Institute Interamericano 2003a). The agricultural sector contributed 7.72% of 
Gross Domestic Product in 2000, with 60% derived from animal production (primarily 
chickens and cattle) and 40% coming from agriculture (primarily rice, com, and sugar 
cane). This sector employs only 14% of the population countrywide. In Las Margaritas, 
the township encompassing Madrono, 69% of agricultural producers do not make then- 
living from the agriculture sector. In other words, most production is for subsistence 
(Contraloria General 2000c: 126-127).
Agricultural exports represent 52% of all goods exported, dominated by bananas, 
fish and shrimp, fresh fruit, coffee, sugar, and beef (Institute Interamericano 2003b). 
Producers of agricultural exports are predominantly unproductive large-scale operations 
and large ranches, to the extent that Panama is a net importer of food (Jones 1990; 
Zimbalist and Weeks 1991).
Agricultural reform in Panama during the 1960’s emphasized the exportation of 
beef as the direction development should take. This approach was consistent with World 
Bank recommendations for strategies to improve the condition of poor upland farmers 
(Zimbalist and Weeks 1991). The idea that grazing is beneficial for Panama has real 
repercussions that can be seen through nested scales- from federal agricultural support 
mechanisms to local decisions about land-use and physical effects on the environment.
For campesinos around San Jose de Madrono, cattle grazing is seen not only as an
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economically and culturally driven land use decision, but also the implementation of a 
federally sanctioned mechanism to gain land security, and a contributing factor to 
deforestation (Jones 1990; Zimbalist and Weeks 1991). The trend since agricultural 
reform has been an increased concentration of wealth and land in fewer hands, pushing 
campesinos onto new lands. These patterns now confront global concerns over 
deforestation, manifested most clearly in the Panamanian context by the creation of the 
Mesoamerican Biological Corridor (MBC). The MBC is an agreement among eight 
Central American countries, which since 1997 has created a regional system of protected 
natural areas, buffer zones, and connectors. The MBC now covers a surface area the size 
of the United Kingdom and represents 8% of the world’s wealthiest biodiversity- 
including the highest number of mammal species and 24,000 plant species, of which 21% 
are endemic (World Bank Group 2004). A World Bank Group news release adds, “The 
Corridor was highlighted in the recent Johannesburg Summit on Sustainable 
Development as a success story in making sustainable development happen on the 
ground”(2004). Director of the Department of the Environment for the Bank elaborates, 
“The MBC is showcasing that combining growth and sustainable development is not only 
viable, but that it is already happening in Central America” (World Bank Group 2004). 
Funding has followed the apparent success of the corridor, with $70 million recently 
added to an existing $400 million for “regional integrated activities in the framework of 
the MBC” between 2002-2007. Civil society organizations, such as the NGO Earth 
Train, are directly involved in the management of 79 of the over six hundred protected 
areas in the region (World Bank Group 2004).
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San Jose de Madrono
Centro Madrono (CM), though not officially part of the MBC network, has 
certainly intervened in Madrono with the hopes of achieving some sort of balance 
between development and conservation. For the past two years I have worked as a 
founding member of CM, located in the most narrow stretch of the Panamanian isthmus, 
“where only 35 miles separate the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans” (Earth Train 2003). 
This location is important to conservationists and development agencies because it lies 
within, “a critical stretch of the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor” (Earth Train 2003). 
The site includes 1,000 acres of pasture and elevated tropical rainforest in the upper Rio 
Mamoni watershed (see Maps 1 and 2), distinguished by a moderate occurrence of 
endemic species and rich biological and cultural diversity.
The northern border of all territories in Madrono is the semi-autonomous 
indigenous province of Kuna Yala. The Kuna were forest dwellers on the eastern border 
of Panama and in Columbia. Since the turn of the century they have come to live on a 
fraction of the over 400 islands on the Caribbean between central and eastern Panama. 
The Kuna’s impact on their heavily forested lands, from aerial photographs and 
conversations with a native Kuna, has been relatively small (their impact on reefs and 
marine life, by comparison, has been large). Their low-impact forest uses are consistent 
with a deeply held spiritual belief system that sees forests, trees, and animals as sacred 
sources of life. The Kuna are beyond the scope of this report but deserve mention as they 
are a consistent but fleeting presence in Madrono. One of the two overland routes 
between the state of Panama and the Kuna coast ends at the San Jose chiva stop (a truck-
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like taxi which reaches the town twice a day)*. For at least 150 Kuna, San Jose is the 
gateway to Chepo and Panama City.
The town of San Jose has a small cement schoolhouse, tiny convenience store, 
and a covered stop for the chiva. The land around San Jose is predominantly cattle 
pasture, with scattered private vegetable gardens, banana and coconut plantations, and 
surrounded almost completely by a 2,000 ha teak plantation belonging to the politically 
connected Shahani family. From town, a smaller puddle-filled road heads North for 
several slow miles to Centro Madrono, whose facilities are located where forest and 
pasture meet, on the pacific slopes of the country’s continental divide. The intention 
behind Centro Madrono is the creation of a center for education, research, and 
demonstration projects to facilitate development in Madrono while conserving and 
restoring its vanishing forests.
Access to San Jose requires crossing the Mamoni River. Getting there on public 
transportation evokes a sense of marginality of the place and the people who live there. 
Though less than 80 kilometers from Panama City, San Jose is only accessible by 4- 
wheel drive vehicle or horseback. A government official at the Office of Agrarian 
Reform in Panama City explained that very little is known about this region. Informed of 
the purpose of this project, he said this sort of locally-grounded assessment of marginal 
areas is often in short supply but can inform government decisions that affect small-scale 
farmers. A report summarizing agricultural development in Panama adds that a difficulty 
faced by government agencies is the “lack of relevant information for the planning of 
sustainable rural development projects” (Instituto Interamericano 2003a). Considering
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the development critiques shared in this chapter, particularly their implications for the 
researcher or outside development agent, I make clear, in the following chapter, the 
methods used in obtaining the data for this report. As one of many actors engaged in 
sharing knowledge about land use in Madrono, I am compelled to reveal a degree of 
transparency and reflection as a researcher that is often absent from similar assessments. 
After explaining the sources of data, I reflect on the process of obtaining information as 
an outsider, the difficulties I faced and particular strategies that worked in this context. 
The paper then goes to Madrono, explaining its recent settlement, and then current land 
uses, as shared from the perspective of nine households around CM.
The last chapter engages the factors external to household-level decision making, 
other scales, which create particular land use pressures. The current practices and 
aspirations of campesinos are then shown in contrast to two outside development 
agencies working in the valley- Earth Train and agricultural extension agents. This last 
section uncovers the various perspectives in negotiation around CM and offers 
recommendations for ways CM can facilitate a process of collaboration among the actors 
in the area.
16
Map Is Detail of forest cover, central Panama.
The Mamoni river valley is in the rectangle and San Jose de Madrono is circled (Earth 
Train 2003).
’ANAMA
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Centro Madrono holdings as of 
3/03: 925 acres encompassing 
upper Rio Madrono and upper 
Arenosa creek. Approximately 
700 acres primary forest.
Forest bridge for wildlife 
passage toward Pacific 
coastal area.
Cangandi River valley, 
Kuna Yala; longest 
river system in the 
Kuna Yala.
South East border of Kuna 
Yala; also the Continental 
Divide (long dash white line).
As the night sky begins to hint toward purple and the faint outline o f my casita’s shelves 
becomes visible, I  climb quietly out o f my hammock, don my calf-high black rubber boots, 
and head down the road from Centro Madrono. The soft thunder o f howler monkeys and 
sharp ring o f roosters are clear reminders that it is wake-up time in this valley. People’s 
livelihoods depend on the work that can be done in the early mornings, before the sun 
scorches their precious crops. As I  stand at the top o f the first rise climbing out from the 
creek bottom I  hear the distinct campesino call, probably directed towards me, but I  
don’t know how to answer. Rene, the 16-year old son o f  a nearby farmer, is heading up 
into the hills to harvest culantro with a large woven basket on his back. “Maximino’s 
waiting for you at his house, ”  he says with a smile, and disappears into a patch offorest. 
A few minutes later, Ifind  my teacher-for-the-day. We spent the next four hours on 
precariously steep slopes, sharing stories and harvesting culantro.
HOWLER MONKEYS AND AWKWARD SILENCES
I had been in the upland areas of San Jose de Madrono twice before, and knew 
that there were several families living on the steep slopes and narrow valleys 
characteristic of the Pacific-facing slope of the continental range of Panama. I was also 
aware that culantro was a predominant land use in this area, and that many lives were tied 
to its performance in the market. I suspected the best way to understand this place, its 
people, and their relationship to the land was to participate with them in everyday life and 
to do what they do.
Over the new year of 2004 I spent two months in Panama and played two roles 
each with a specific goal. First, I was an organizer helping Earth Train create its field 
program. I was also there as a researcher trying to understand the land use practices of 
Centro Madrono’s closest neighbors. My time was divided between Panama City and the 
field site, where I lived for over a month. My research was full of conversations with 
local farmers -  sometimes about land uses, sometimes not; sometimes I asked questions, 
other times I answered them; some lasted five minutes, others several hours. Many of
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these conversations did not lead to any substantive information transferred into my field 
notebook, but did leave me with important impressions.
This report is based on what 1 heard and saw'. The data comes from four sources: 
semi-structured interviews, participant observation, reports and reflections by other Earth 
Train organizers, and some documents and literature. It by no means paints a complete 
picture of this valley, its people, or their relationships to the land, but does provide a 
useful, general picture of land use in the area. Below I describe how the data informing 
this report was obtained and later comment on the tension that existed between sharing 
knowledge and extracting information.
I learned about the land-use 
practices of nine households and 13 
interviewees, grouped below and 
identified with the number of 
conversations 1 had with each 
resident. All interviewees listed in 
Table 1 are directly involved in 
managing land for their households, 
but are not necessarily the only 
people in the household who do so.
These nine households represent 
most of the residents of the upland areas of San Jose around the Madrono River and its 
tributaries. From Rolando Toribio's map (Maps 3 & 4), I determine there are four houses
Interviews
Table 1: Interviews conducted
Canwesmo’s Interv iewed # of Conversations
Rolando Toribio 10
Leandro Toribio Centro 4
lose Gii Toribio Madrono 4
Camilo Toribio 3
Isaias Gonzalez 2
Maximino Gonzalez 4
Cecilia (wife o f  Aurelio Gonzalez) 4
Nieves Gonzalez 2
Rafael Rodriguez 2
Isauro Rodriguez 1
Gabriel Guevara 4
Virgilio Guevara 1
Chico 1
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near Centro Madrono whose residents were not interviewed. Based on a rapid site 
assessment I conducted in January 2002,1 had some idea of who are the immediate 
neighbors to CM. The four Toribio brothers, who are directly managing the land at 
Centro Madrono were my guides during this research. With some direction from these 
guides and the Toribio map, I initially visited all households or identified interviewees in 
town and introduced myself and this project. The nine households described in this 
report reflect all the land-managers who consented to describing their land uses. Most 
conversations happened at the residence of my interviewees or in their fields and varied 
in duration from twenty minutes to four hours, depending on their availability. For 
example, though I saw him several times in town, Chico was only available to answer 
questions once.
Most of these interactions are interviews but seemed more like conversations 
because of their casual nature. I conducted at least one semi-structured interview with 
each campesino, defined as such because, though my particular research questions were 
answered, conversations tended to go where the interviewees took them, or where the 
activity in which we were engaged dictated. Thus questioning did not follow a strict 
order. For example, two interviews took place while harvesting culantro on steep 
hillsides, and often involved asking questions with backs turned, or as culantro was 
washed in a creek.
All interviews were conducted in Spanish and without recording devices. On 
several occasions I carried a sheet of paper folded into my pocket, and wrote down 
specific facts about prices of crops, seeds, or bank loans. Every interview was then 
transcribed into English from memory to a field notebook, with some specific quotes
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recorded in Spanish. Transcriptions most often happened immediately following the 
interview. Occasionally I made notes of important topics covered and within a day or 
two wrote them into my field notebook. All translations are the author’s.
Participant Observation
I most consistently interacted with four brothers of the Toribio family who are 
staff members and caretakers of Centro Madrono. They were my guides, introducing me 
to the history, people, and land-use practices in the valley. My first week at CM was 
spent almost exclusively with them, learning the lay of the land from their perspective. 
Time spent with my guides was important as they were assuming management of the 
gardens and facilities at Centro Madrono.
During the previous year, a couple from California had supervised the building of 
the facilities and begun intensive gardens using non-traditional techniques. During the 
first week of this research, a transition was underway in which their work and visions 
were disseminated to the Toribio brothers, who were in the process of understanding 
what had been done on the land, and deciding how to proceed with land management.
My guides were crucial to this project, but my reliance on their word created particular 
lenses through which I approached each successive interaction with other neighbors.
Following the research approach described below, I engaged with the community 
based on what was happening at the time. The hot issue in town was a local rancher’s 
restriction of access through his land, which included the first part of the trail leading 
from San Jose to Centro Madrofio. Several meetings were held at the local transportation 
stop, including one with the District Mayor; a special Christmas mass was held in town; a
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political rally was held in Chepo; baseball games were played in Las Margaritas. I 
attended these events, and engaged discussions around them, which, though irrelevant to 
my research goals, introduced me to the community, and helped me later initiate 
interviews. More important, my attendance helped situate me more as active participant 
in the community, and less of an extractive researcher. The benefits of participant 
observation I experienced have been highlighted elsewhere. Such an approach allows 
for, “observing daily activities and demands, holding conversations in an informal, more 
naturalistic and less hierarchical manner than is possible in formal interview sessions, 
and, related to the latter, developing relationships and trust between researcher and 
research subjects” (Belsky 2005: 10).
Along with these observations and information learned about land-use practices, 
my field notebook contains on-going reflections about my experience as a researcher and 
CM organizer. These reflections appear in the section evaluating my methodology below 
and in assessments and evaluations of the role of outside agencies in the valley. They 
also greatly inform my recommendations for future development initiatives and future 
research needs.
Additional Sources
Merely describing the land uses of nine households as told by them would not 
have yielded a sufficiently thorough insight into the broader issue of land use by 
Madrono farmers. The following additional sources compliment the interviews and 
observations, adding the “multiple lines of sight” often cited as important to qualitative 
research (Berg 2001: 4).
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Other Interviews
As I was consistently engaged in the San Jose community for over a month, I 
occasionally add comments from community members other than my interview group. In 
addition, six interviews were had with government employees at various agencies, 
including the Offices of Agrarian Reform in Panama, MIDA- Ministerio de Desarollo 
Agropecuario (an agricultural development extension agency), and IDIAP- Instituto de 
Desarollo e Investigaciones Agropecuario s (the agricultural investigation and seed bank 
branch of MIDA).
Maps
Upon my request, Rolando Toribio drew a map of the San Jose area, including 
houses, trails and streams. This map (Maps 3 and 4) is from the perspective of one 
campesino and does not necessarily reflect a sense of what the land “really” looks like, 
however, it did serve as a crucial orientation tool for me, and hopefully does for readers 
of this report as well. A close-up of Madrono is shown in the appendix next to a close-up 
of the same area generated from the 2000 census maps for San Jose, (Map 5) obtained 
from the Comptrollers Office in Panama City. While the Toribio map was drawn by a 
lifelong resident of Madrono, the census map is based on visual assessment by a 
government official. Interpretations are left for the reader to make.
Documents
I was in Panama as part of a group of organizers. We were all busy with specific 
tasks aimed at learning about our surroundings and regularly disseminated information to
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each other through written reports and conversation. Their work contributed the 
following:
► Notes from conversations with our neighbors about politics in the valley.
► A report based on interviews with Gil Toribio describing his settlement in Madrono.
► Notes by Earth Train staff evaluating permaculture practices introduced at Centro 
Madrono, and local techniques now being practiced by Leandro Toribio on the same 
gardens. Also includes notes on medicinal plants used by campesinos.
► Notes from conversations with a Kuna student, also a CM organizer.
The National Agricultural Census and National Census o f2000 were obtained 
from the National Statistics Library at the Comptrollers Office in Panama City. These 
documents, along with literature about Panama help frame the larger context of 
agriculture around Madrono.
Digital Media
Digital video images and audio recordings can serve as important educational 
tools and for archival purposes. Used to inform this report and available for future 
projects are:
Video
► Footage of the valley from several high points, showing approximate forest cover
relative to clear cut slopes, grazing land, and agricultural plots.
► A videotaped conversation with Nieves about his aspirations for growing coffee.
► A garden tour by Linn Asoija who implemented phase one of Earth Train’s gardens.
► A garden tour by Leandro Toribio, who is now in charge of Earth Train’s gardens.
Audio
► An oral history by Gil Toribio describing his settling the land now owned by Earth
Train.
► Dawn chorus of birds and howler monkeys, rain showers on a zinc roof, and other
sounds of the jungle.
► Two recordings of conversations among Earth Train organizers on how to proceed.
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Data Analysis
Information shared through conversations and interviews reflect a variety of 
issues significant to the larger picture of land use in the area. This information was 
initially written in a field notebook in the chronological order in which it was gathered. I 
then color-coded the data into major subject categories, which are seen in this report as 
section headings (methodology, culantro, external factors, etc.). Under these categories I 
organized my field data, looking for patterns, which appear as sub-headings throughout 
the report (transportation, jungle uses, etc.).
In presenting this data I give considerable weight to statements cited consistently 
by all interviews and corroborated by my own observation, such as the climate in 
Madrono and difficult road access. Accordingly, these findings are supported with 
specific quotes or examples when possible. Statements not reflecting a consensus among 
the interviewees are clearly represented as personal opinions, and mostly discussed in the 
last section of the findings. In general, the categories and sub-categories receiving the 
most attention in this report were the ones most often addressed by interviewees.
Reflecting on Methods: From the Outside In and Inside Out
In conducting this research, I faced a number of obstacles and below I discuss 
how these difficulties inform a broader analysis of some of the critiques of sustainable 
development. Also addressed are the strengths of my research process, and the strategies 
that worked for me in this particular situation.
Though my research was conducted with the specific purpose of generating this 
paper, my engagement in the valley was one of the first attempts by the Earth Train
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organization to explain its intentions and programs to our neighbors. My research 
approach was tempered by the organizational and my personal need to show sincere 
interest in cooperation, rather than extraction. In its ideal, participatory research fosters 
mutually beneficial exchanges between interviewer and interviewee (Anderson 1991). I 
quickly realized that following an interview guide, or even having a guide in front of me 
would have compromised my position as an “equal participant” in my conversations and 
thrust me into the uncomfortable role of researcher from the outside. The presence o f my 
notebook alone was enough to make the distinction apparent to me and, judging from 
their glances, my interviewees. I hesitated to ask certain questions, or even let them see 
my notebook. I felt a sense of guilt about my purpose, like I was being extractive and not 
giving anything back. Constantly in mind was the question; “who is benefiting from this 
work?” Was my purpose worthwhile enough to warrant taking people’s time to go 
through my whole interview guide? Were the questions I generated thousands of miles 
away even relevant? Thus, instead of a formal interview method, I opted to memorize 
my interview guide and to don a dirty pair of overalls, rubber boots, and an open mind.
“In order to learn to listen, we need to attend more to the narrator 
than to our own agendas” (Anderson and Jack 1991: 12).
The strategy I arrived with in Panama was adapted to fit the pace, language, and 
culture of the Madrono valley. Since people are in the fields working most of the time, 
expecting them to be home for a long interview did not work - 1 had to go find them. 
Once located, the questions I asked were largely context dependent. For example, during 
our first conversation Gabriel was watering his pig pen and then cutting cane grass by his 
tilapia ponds. Most of what I asked was relevant to what he was doing - “where do you
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sell your pigs?,” “did you dig these ponds yourself?,” “what used to be here?” Similarly,
I asked Cecilia, whom I had seen at meetings regarding road access, about the progress of 
that situation. These initial questions led to conversations about land tenure, organization 
of the community, and transportation issues. All of these issues, though providing 
important contextual information, were not part of my interview guide, nor could they 
have been foreseen.
My interview with Isauro is another illustration of a flexible research process. I 
found his house by following unfamiliar cattle trails, and when I arrived unannounced, 
was greeted by twelve family members to whom I was a complete stranger. As the first 
Earth Train representative to this house, I did not want this family to feel as if they were 
part of some experiment. I had learned that silence is commonplace in the valley and 
that conversations proceed slowly and with long pauses. My methods were adapted to fit 
the immediate context of each interview, so as not to introduce a rhythm that put people 
off. This strategy requires a degree of awareness and flexibility that is more intuited than 
learned. In this case, instead of jumping into my real purpose for being there and asking 
a series of questions, I opted to sit with his family, eat oranges and play with puppies and 
parrots until Isauro’s kids left to go harvest. I then initiated our forty-minute interview by 
commenting on the tranquility and beauty of this part of the valley I had never seen, and 
then introducing my intentions.
Assumptions
I came to Panama aware of critiques about outsiders making decisions about 
development projects before getting a more informed contextual grasp of the place and 
people. Inadequately informed, many decisions and projects are based on false
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assumptions by outside agencies. I certainly arrived with assumptions, including the 
belief that external market forces and development agencies were responsible for 
promoting culantro production in Madrono.
This research experience complicated my notion of the source of those 
assumptions, exposing the real danger in taking people’s- even locals - words as fact, or 
as the baseline for generalizations. The task for the outsider is to understand a deeper, 
more contextual rationale for local answers. The danger for the outsider lies in assuming 
that understanding and basing projects on those assumptions. Some claim the job of an 
interviewer is to, “effectively identify the interviewee’s emotional state, deference 
ceremonies, and even lies” (Berg 2000: 85). I question the feasibility of such a task. For 
example, when asked, “what would you do with more money?” Nieves answered simply, 
“work more, plant more.” Does his answer mean he has no hope for anything else? No 
knowledge of other ways of life? Or does it reflect a contentment with the way things 
are? How could I, as an outsider, accurately identify this person’s “emotional state?” 
More important, what are the consequences of my assuming the deeper reasons behind 
what he said? This type of insight into deeper motivations behind words comes only 
after a significant amount of trust is established, which is difficult to establish in a short­
term engagement.
One difficulty in doing this report was overcoming the naivety that told me the 
answers I was getting reflected the sincerity and worth of my research. The fact that I 
was asking questions, and may have been the first person asking them, could have made 
interviewees feel like the question was important and deserved an answer, even if they 
were unsure of the answer. Or they simply responded with what they thought I wanted to
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hear. Or, aware of the audience for this report and foreseeing what it might catalyze, 
perhaps they responded with what they thought would attract more people or money to 
Madrono. Though these concerns are important to humbling a research approach, they 
should not prevent local assessments from happening.
The question which arises is how can research be structured and facts presented in 
a way that mitigates the problem of false assumptions. And what time frames are 
required for sufficient trust to be created between interviewer and interviewee to assure 
more honest dialogue?
This project, though small in scale, revealed to me the potentially harmful 
consequences of presenting locally based assessments from the outside. The question of 
how far outside agencies can take local knowledge as reflective of reality is a critical one 
in the context of larger development projects. From what do development agencies such 
as USAID and the World Bank base their priorities and site-based project goals? Even 
when thorough locally grounded assessments are done, whose word is taken as fact?
What kind of “truth44 and whose 44truth” are outsiders getting from their community-based 
assessments? Whose views are dismissed as uninformed, or not reflective of reality?
The danger lies not in learning the local perspectives, but in generalizing a few local 
statements as reflective of a larger community. The less philosophical question that 
arises is: can an institution the size of the World Bank be entrusted to make decisions on 
projects which tend to homogenize problems at the household or individual scale? With 
the sense of immediacy latent in global problems being addressed by large-scale 
development projects (hunger, deforestations, climate change) are our institutions
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structured for quick fixes? Do quick fixes address or exacerbate the problems of injustice 
associated with development?
Beyond knowledge of land-uses, this project exposed me to the core of 
development -  the interface between site-based realities of daily experience, knowledge, 
and power dynamics with influences of knowledge and solutions originating from outside 
the site. Though I cannot, based on my limited project, make evaluations of large-scale 
development projects or propose solutions to the above questions, I offer suggestions as 
to what worked for me as an outsider seeking to understand some local perspectives.
Research and Immersion
Many neighbors around Centro Madrono had a vague idea that an outside 
organization had bought land and brought students from abroad to the valley. But most 
campesinos were unaware of any details. Some thought there was an eco-tour operation 
in the valley; others thought it was a drug-trafficking station. This knowledge gap was a 
helpful opening for me. Along with sharing that I was a student of agriculture, I initiated 
each conversation by sharing my research intentions and what I hoped the work would 
promote.
Being clear about my purpose in asking questions proved to be a critical first step 
in every conversation I had. For example, one day while filming forest cover from 
elevated positions in the valley, Nieves approached me. He looked at me curiously, with 
suspicion in his body language, as I explained to him Rolando’s map and my assessment 
of forest cover. I felt the camera creating a brick wall between us. Then I told him I also
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intended to share this footage in the United States as part of my research and my hope 
that it would attract other students to come to Madrono. Since the students he had met 
had helped him in his fields and he associated students in Madrono with extra income, he 
smiled and agreed that getting more students to the valley was a good idea. “Have you 
seen my coffee? Come on!” he said enthusiastically. He allowed me to keep the camera 
running as he explained his dreams of planting a hectare of coffee.
Being transparent with my purpose was facilitated by not being crutched to a 
rigorous line of questioning. Memorizing my interview guide was critical to facilitating 
fluid conversations. I was not dependent on a notebook or recording devices. This 
freedom allowed me, for example, to participate in culantro harvests without worrying 
about my equipment, or worrying about the awkward moments when shiny gadgets of 
modernity are brought to people who could not afford or may never want to buy them. 
Not depending on recording also helped me adjust my sense of time to fit more with the 
local context. I approached each interview without expectations of how long they would 
take or even what I would learn. My ability to settle into Madrono’s pace also put 
interviewees at ease, as I tried not to introduce a foreign rhythm to daily life.
Internalizing my questions also allowed me to keep my ears attuned to what was 
of importance to residents of San Jose, not just relevant to my work. Though road access 
was not a subject specifically in my interview guide, it was the hot topic in town, so I 
engaged in discussions about it at every opportunity. The topic became an ice breaker in 
several conversations, eventually leading to specific land use questions. These 
discussions add a depth to my assessment of land use, but more important, showed 
residents my sincerity in wanting to immerse in the community and learn from them.
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Finally, I feel this project was well-received by campesinos with whom I 
interacted because over the past two years I had been seen in the valley on four separate 
occasions. Several interviewees knew my name before I had met them, or at least knew 
me as the Brazilian. They had seen me at the local school, on the chiva (taxi) bringing 
food or supplies to Centro Madrono, or bouncing awkwardly on a horse as I approached 
town. My repeated presence as an outsider was inconsistent with most people’s 
impressions of other outsiders -  such as American preachers who appear once a year for 
Christmas mass, politicians who only appear before election time with equipment to fix 
roads, or what they perceive as unreliable agricultural extension agents. I am hopeful that 
my approach has helped campesinos accept this project as a positive one for Madrono.
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On some mornings, when the warm southwesterly winds dip into the narrow creek 
beds in the uplands o f San Jose, the smell o f  culantro fills the valley. The subtle 
aroma has come to mean success and profit in the Madrono valley for many o f the 
migrant small-scale farmers I  visited. For the last fifteen years, land has been 
cleared for it, transportation has accommodated it, and the livelihoods o f many poor 
campesinos have become tied to it.
The valley’s unique climate creates an advantage over other regions o f  
Panama for the production o f culantro. The valley’s relative isolation and distance 
from the nearest market make culantro the most viable crop to transport. Its 
cultivation is also historically embedded in a campesino culture which values 
innovation based on adaptation, self-sufficiency and tranquility.
Changing climatic conditions and the inevitable development which will 
pave the road to San Jose, begs me to question the sustainability o f the land uses I  
witnessed. “Isn *t It Beautiful? ” one farmer proudly boasts o f  his recently clear cut 
and burned field  now matted in baby culantro.
...Idon *t know, is it?
LAND USE IN SAN JOSE DE MADRONO
Looking into a place and identifying ecological, social, or economic problems is 
easy, especially for professionals trained in finding those problems. Talking about 
locally based solutions as an outsider is far more daunting. Some modem attempts at 
development seek to do just that. After two months of field investigations in Madrono, I 
have some knowledge of how land is used to secure livelihoods, but many more 
questions about the sustainability of these practices, viability of alternatives, and the role 
(actual and potential) o f outsiders in the valley. This chapter details my research findings 
in the uplands of San Jose de Madrono. This document may be a building block in order 
that extension agents, NGO organizers, and farmers better understand each other and 
think critically about local land uses- past, present, and future.
In attempts to address critiques from political ecology of uni-dimensional local 
assessments, I share insights on a variety of topics in order to paint a more complete 
picture of land use in Madrono. Paying attention to history, ecology, and socio-economic
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factors, as well as day-to-day realities, I share details of culantro production and 
subsistence agriculture, followed by a discussion of some external factors affecting land 
use decisions. Interspersed through the chapter are joumal-style vignettes, which I hope 
bring readers closer to the site, and expose my process of immersion. Within the context 
of “local” and “outside” actors and knowledge the chapter ends with a discussion of 
various perspectives on land use practices, their viability, and potential alternatives. The 
dialogue among these various perspectives is at the heart of modem attempts at 
sustainable development projects. But awareness of these perspectives should not rest 
with the researcher. Ultimately, the test of this report’s accuracy should be determined 
by the campesino’s and extension agents themselves. I hope to translate into Spanish and 
then share my findings with those I interviewed so that they may understand their land 
use from the perspective of an outsider looking in, and make their own decisions as to 
how best to secure their futures. I also identify gaps in my understanding, which I hope 
stimulates future research. My ultimate hope is that these local actors increase their 
capacity to subsist in Madrono, and find more sustainable, viable land use practices.
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EXCERPTS FROM GIL TORIBIO’S ORAL HISTORY
(Recorded at Centro Madrofio, January 2004)
I  came to Madrono looking for land to work. At this time I  was 18 years old. I  
spent my youth around here cutting forest to subsist, planted corn, planted rice, 
planted yucca, name, hotoi, so that I  could give sustenance to my kids... I  got here, 
where we are, in 1975. I  got this land through a friend o f mine who told me I  could 
claim it because it doesn’t belong to anyone, its “tierra national. ” I  first made a 
clear cut up there, and lived here. Around here everything was jungle. I  started 
dropping trees around here for a small pasture for some cows. Much wood was lost 
because I  didn’t have the knowledge o f how to build with wood. Much wood was 
wasted here.
Historical Land Settlement Patterns
The current land use realities in Madrono must be evaluated, not only as a 
complex system existing in the present, but as critically imbedded in the history of past 
land uses and original settlement of the area. Why people left where they were and how 
they came to live in Madrono provides glimpses into the values that bind a local culture. 
Current realities affecting land use are only a temporary condition, and the forces 
affecting settlement and historical land use exist on multiple scales. As an introduction, I 
provide a brief historical glimpse of settlement in Madrono, both from the level of the 
individual and from larger national policy critiques.
Contemporary settlement of San Jose de Madrono apparently began in the early 
1970’s. Most of the residents farming in the uplands of San Jose near CM are from one 
of six families (Guevara, Gonzalez, Sanjur, Toribio, Pitti, and Rodriguez). This period of 
settlement coincides with the creation of the Agrarian Reform Commission and the first 
agricultural reform measures undertaken at the federal level in Panama (Zimbalist and 
Weeks 1991: 89). In an effort to aid poor rural families the government promoted land 
entitlement and land distribution measures. The effects of these reforms have been
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significant for the small producer in Panama, among them the campesinos interviewed 
for this report.
Land Use and Agricultural Reform
Land use, specifically agriculture in Panama must be understood in the context of 
the Panama Canal. The canal, besides facilitating international commerce, focuses 
Panama’s economy and foreign exchange around the service sector. Bananas, the 
country’s major agricultural export, is second to the service sector in terms of foreign 
exchange earnings (Instituto Interamericano 2000b). This is a dramatically different 
situation than most Central American countries in which agricultural production is the 
predominant method of earning foreign exchange. A report by Jones (1990) encapsulates 
the issue:
[Panama] has avoided the more typical "banana republic" dependency on 
agricultural exports through the income and employment generated by the 
canal and through an economic diversification into manufacturing and 
banking activities. This development unfortunately has been accompanied 
by the underdevelopment of the agricultural sector, in which destructive, 
land extensive agricultural techniques are still used by the majority of 
Panamanian farmers.
The problems associated with land extensive agricultural techniques are relatively 
recent developments, as the service sector between Panama City and Colon (referred to as 
the Canal Zone) tended to absorb farmers seeking work (Jones 1990). An indicator cited 
by Zimbalist and Weeks of Panama’s unique situation is that land in cultivation in the 
country doubled between 1950 and 1980 (1991: 86). This is seen in contrast to most 
other Latin American countries, where inequalities in land distribution were established 
in the colonial period and then exacerbated in the 19th century when those markets were 
restructured toward the world market. Midway through the last century a growing rural
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population, combined with agricultural reforms have led to an increase in size and 
number of large landholdings, creating 
pressures on forested lands that are 
steadily pushing campesinos east 
toward the Darien and the Columbian 
border. This push for land led to the 
colonization of Madrono by the 
families described in the following 
section.
The families I interviewed- 
Toribios, Guevara’s, Rodriguez’s and 
Gonzalez’s- settled here twenty to forty 
years ago from the province of Veraguas, where cattle ranches and other large 
landholdings were growing. In the terminology of political ecology, these families were 
or became economically marginalized and thus moved to marginalized land to begin 
again. The resulting shift in landscape demographics or ’’the expansion of farming onto 
the extensive margin” of Panama, “involved a growing concentration of control over 
land, rather than increased access to land by smallholders and the landless” (Zimbalist 
and Weeks 1991: 89). One farmer in Madrono related that large cattle ranches in 
Veraguas were dominating land claims and small producers like him could not compete. 
Between 1950 and 1980, while the number of farms between one and five hectares (ha) 
increased, the total land area of farms of that size decreased by 16,000 ha while land area 
on farms larger than 100 ha increased by 692,000 ha (Zimbalist and Weeks 1991: 89). In
GOLD IN THEM HILLS
The mountains o f central Panama are 
rich in minerals. Besides clearing land 
for crops and cattle, one o f the original 
land-uses in this area was panning for  
gold. Jose Gil told me, “antes de 
culantro, era oro, ”  (before culantro, it 
was gold). He also shared that 
Columbians and Kuna don’t work land 
like they do, but instead prospect the hills 
for gold. Maximino shared a story o f one 
campesino who discovered a $5,000 
nugget in the streams near San Jose, and 
proceeded to spend it on parties and 
drinking. “Lo que viene facil, se va 
pronto, ” (What comes easy, goes 
quickly) he added. The government o f  
Panama has forbidden the sale o f  gold, 
but unofficial markets are still available 
and prospecting is still practiced on both 
sides o f the central mountain range.
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state of panama most producers- 89% of women, and 64% of men work on less than .5 
ha (Controlaria 2000b: 101-102).
Another farmer, in recounting his migration, lamented that in Veraguas there was 
no more land for agriculture. The impression given by campesinos in Madrono is that 
they heard of available land and came with what they had to claim it, which echoes 
reports claiming, “colonization in Central America has been for the most part a 
spontaneous process, in which farmers inform themselves of available lands and occupy 
them through their own initiative with the passive support of the government” (Jones 
1990).
When they arrived, this part of the Madrono valley was accessible only by a 
narrow horse trail along the steep hillsides snaking upstream along the Mamoni River. 
Residents are quick to share with a sweeping arm gesture that when they got here, “todo 
esto era pura selva” (all of this was pure jungle). The land at the time was under the 
federal government’s jurisdiction, but open to settlement if people could put the land to 
use.
Making Land Useful
In the Central American context usufruct rights to land is the primary instrument 
through which small farmers gain access to new land (Jones 1990). What activities are 
considered “use” of land therefore becomes a critical determination of the broader picture 
of land use and also has real implications for what small-scale farmers can and cannot do 
on recently colonized lands. Contrary to the incomplete perception that the poor rural 
farmer is the agent of deforestation purely for survival, Jones claims, “farmer decision­
making with regard to new land is driven by the process of establishing title within the
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usufruct framework” (1990). Often, he 
explains, the activities fanners 
undertake on the land are not the most 
economically viable, but the easiest and 
quickest avenue toward securing land 
ownership. Since most small-scale 
farmers in Panama do not have the 
resources to officially title their land, 
exercising usufruct rights is a top 
priority. In Las Margaritas, 50% of 
producers are not titled (Contraloria 
2000a). In Panama, as in Central 
America broadly, cutting down forest for crop production and more typically for pasture, 
are the most widespread ways to prove use of the land.
Arriving in the Madrono area, each family filed land claims at the Office of 
Agrarian Reform in Chepo, which sent inspectors to draw a sketch of the claim, called a 
“piano.” Neighbors agreed on and respected the trails or creeks that marked individual
property boundaries. The map drawn by Rolando Toribio (Maps 3 & 4) shows one
campesino’s perspective on how notions of property are understood. He relates ridge- 
tops and drainages to particular families, creating an uninterrupted succession of property 
claims along the entire upland area of Madrono. An accurate measure of the size of each 
family’s agricultural plots was not obtained, but they seem substantial according to the 
map. The northern boundary of all the land claims in Madrono is the top of the central
CECILIA’S LAND TITLING STORY
Like others in the valley, Cecilia and 
Aurelio made land claims and paid to 
have a visual inspection done and a 
“piano ” drawn o f their claim. Once 
their claim was accepted by the office, 
she assumed the titling process was 
complete, and did not follow up with the 
Office o f Agrarian Reform. After ten 
years, she went to the office and found  
that the paperwork for their property was 
sitting at the bottom o f a large stack o f  
documents- land titles still in process. 
Missing from their paperwork was 
payment for the process and the land. 
They took out a loan and paid to have 
approximately 40 hectares around their 
house titled. This household is the only 
one in my sample group, and one o f  the 
few in San Jose with actual title.
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mountain range, which also marks the southern border of the autonomous indigenous 
territory of the Kuna.
Once use was proven and a claim was 
thatch to build their homes and for 
subsistence gardens. In several cases land 
was cleared for pasture. In Gil Toribio’s 
case, his cleared land was enough 
guarantee to the BDA (Agricultural 
Development Bank) to grant him a loan for 
cattle. Instead of or in addition to cattle, 
root crops like manioc, taro, and name, 
along with free-range chickens provided 
basic food needs. The subsistence gardens characteristic of every house interviewed have 
remained relatively consistent since the first settling of Madrono.
What is planted for food tends to be what is well adapted to local climatic 
conditions and can grow easily with little labor. Root crops and annuals such as bananas 
and plantains are the most adapted to the acidic soil and climatic conditions, growing 
well with little labor or input requirements. More labor intensive and pest-susceptible 
crops such as com, vegetables, and greens are not as prevalent in local diets. The soil, 
Nieves shared, is too acidic for rice and, since the improvement of the road, is not worth 
the effort. Sugar cane cultivation, for the most part, has also been abandoned. Leafy 
greens tend to be absent from local meals, and based on Leandro’s experiences with 
growing them at CM, are highly susceptible to pests. Com seeds come coated with a red
drawn, settlers cleared land for wood and
TYPICAL MEALS IN MADRONO 
Breakfast: A strong cup o f coffee, two 
eggs cooked in a lot o f  oil, with a side 
o f fried yucca.
Lunch: Rice with guandu (a green 
bean), black beans, fried plantains. 
Depending on the season, fresh- 
squeezed orange juice or ripe mangoes. 
Often accompanied by boiled chicken 
or recently hunted game.
Dinner: Sancocho- a local soup made 
with chicken, name, taro, culantro, 
served with rice.
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powder, which keeps them from being destroyed by pests before germination, and until 
they reach a foot in height, according to Leandro, are highly vulnerable to rats. Because 
of grazing cattle, home gardens must be fenced, often an expensive task. With these 
difficulties involved in planting extensive home gardens, most agricultural activity 
happens in the hills at the forest edge or in the forest with small gardens planted near 
homes. But by no means does subsistence agriculture look the same from one farmer to 
the other. Though not a complete list, Table 2 highlights some differences between 
Madrono farmers.
Table 2: Household land uses
LAND MANAGER ANIMALS CROPS
Toribio Brothers Chickens, ducks Bananas, Culantro (flat), coffee, jack 
bean, garlic, greens, name, nampi, 
manioc, melon, okra, parsley, 
peppers, pineapple, papaya, 
plantains, taro, tomato, velvet bean
Gabriel Guevara Chickens, dogs, ducks*, pigs*, 
pigeons, Tilapia*
Com, culantro* (hills),, hardwoods 
(teak, caoba)*, manioc, name, 
peppers, plantains, sugar cane, taro
Isaias Gonzalez Chickens, cows*, dogs Culantro* (flatland and hills), taro
Maximino Gonzalez Chickens, cows* Culantro (hills)*
Cecilia and Aurelio Gonzalez Chickens, cows*, pigs* Com, culantro* (flatland and hills), 
papaya, rice, taro
Nieves Gozalez Dogs Coffee*, culantro* (flatland and 
hills), manioc, name, nampi, 
pineapple, papaya, taro
Chico Chickens, dogs Com, oranges
Rafael Rodriguez Chickens, cows*, dogs Bananas, culantro* (flatland and 
hills), manioc, plantains, taro
Isauro Rodriguez Chickens, cows*, dogs, parrot Culantro* (flatland and hills), 
manioc, taro, bananas, plantains, 
oranges
*Indicates primary purpose of product is market. Table does not reflect all crops grown by each household, 
only those that were shared during interviews or observed. As some crops like andua grow wild, I could not 
attribute them to one particular household.
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These details are important to understand especially in light of alternatives being 
presented by outside agencies (see discussion in A Confluence of Ideas). In order for 
farmers to change crops and production methods (as many well intentioned outsiders 
work to promote) significant amounts of time and labor are required especially at the 
outset. As with the decisions of initial land use in order to secure land tenure, farmers 
appear to make decisions that maximize advantages for them with the least expenditure 
of energy. In Madrono, though the primary home garden crops have remained the same, 
market bound production has changed significantly.
The first market-bound crops were com, sugar cane, rice and bananas. Getting 
crops to market used to be difficult and dangerous, particularly in the rainy months. 
Large, heavy sacks of com, rice or bananas were loaded on horseback and walked to 
Chepo, a one-way trip of six hours. Farmers occasionally sold some crops in Chepo, but 
most were taken via hired taxi to Panama City- a journey of 1 hour. As is still the case, 
travel into and out of San Jose depended on the size of the Mamoni River which has been 
known to rise six to eight feet in a half hour delaying travel to and from San Jose for up 
to 2 days.
For at least a decade, Gil Toribio shared, residents pleaded with government 
officials to improve the road. Early settlers of the valley, like Gil, were quick to 
emphasize that the most important issue they dealt with then was improving access to the 
area. They succeeded in persuading the Purcells, two military colonels overseeing 
military survival training operations on what is now the Shahani property, to get the 
military involved in the late 1980’s. Through their connections to Omar Torrijos, then 
President, the Purcells brought heavy equipment into San Jose, opening the horse trail
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into a narrow two lane, dirt road. A bridge over the Corpus Christi River, the first major 
crossing, was built, but a bridge over the Mamoni River closer to San Jose was not.
With improved road access to town, chivas began daily taxi service between 
Chepo and San Jose. Since the advent of motorized transportation, Maximino explained, 
rice became much easier to buy at the market than produce. Only one household 
interviewed currently cultivates rice. Com, sugar cane, and bananas are still produced by 
some but now rarely taken to market. On three occasions I was told about sugar cane 
pressing devices that used to be prevalent around people’s houses. I also noticed that 
three houses still have large wooden mortar and pestel, a reminder of the days when rice 
farming was a major land use. Better access to town began changing land use patterns in 
Madrono. The other major catalyst for a shift in land use was the beginning of culantro 
cultivation.
In the face of global demands for beef and global concerns about conservation, 
poor rural farmers are often excluded from negotiations about development that affect 
their lives. Upon closer examination, however, campesinos have a great deal of control 
over resource-based decisions. The following section details the specific techniques 
employed by farmers in the cultivation of culantro in order to illustrate the household 
scale of production. These realities observed and practiced on the slopes of Madrono are 
later evaluated within the larger context of agricultural development in Panama.
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The morning began along the Caracol Creek where Maximino and I  first stopped 
to check on the product o f yesterday’s harvest by Nieves- a stash o f culantro 
hidden under banana leaves under the shade o f a root wad beside the creek. A 
minute later we were at the site. Chico and Pirulu were balancing themselves on 
burnt, impossibly steep, and culantro-covered slopes. With every step I  took 
toward them, a culantro plant or three were smashed and precious soil rolled 
down the hill. The few  burnt and fallen stumps scattered on the hill seemed the 
only assurance that the entire hill wouldn’t fa ll into the creek, carrying me with it.
The harvesting involved cutting individual culantro plants above the roots but 
below the point where all the leaves come together, quickly removing yellow, 
insect-chewed, or small leaves. We grouped plants into “mass as, ” about 20-30 
plants (each with 3-7 leaves) bunched together and tied with string. The right size 
was an eyeball approximation, based on holding the massas at the stalks with two 
hands, fingers almost touching. As we worked Pirulu (a teenager living on 
Chico’s property with his 18-year old pregnant wife) kept asking Chico what 
number he was at. “ Veinte ” (twenty), he called back as I  proudly tied my second 
massa with a bark-like string. Friendly competition about who had collected more 
massas was a constant thread o f conversation. As the sun rose, we moved further 
up the hill to work in the shade. “Sun is out” seemed to be the stop-watch 
determining when we stopped working. I  realized later that all the massa- 
counting was actually the crucial determination o f when to stop, as only so much 
could be transported to town.
We carefully put the day’s collection in bags and very cautiously worked our way 
down to the creek. Each massa was handwashed, rubbing the butts together to 
remove dirt, and inspected for any yellow or spotty leaves. Though I  knew this 
creek was fenced upriver, there was no guarantee that cows hadn 7 been in it 
somewhere. I  kept my commentary about the cleanliness o f the water to myself, 
while large white nylon bags lined with washed banana leaves to protect the cargo 
were filled with 6 dozen massas each. What we harvested in 3 hours- 8 dozen, 
plus four more from Nieves- was all fo r Pirulu, as the parcel we worked was his. 
Two 41/2 foot- tall nylon bags were put on a horse.
I  crossed paths with Pirulu four days later. Culantro had gone up to $7 a dozen. 
He sounded content- his 121/2 dozen netted him close to $100 which was enough 
to pay his workers and transportation. Ijokingly said my labor was free this time 
and that next time I  would charge him double. He responded before he got up the 
hill that I  would have to work faster next time. We laughed and went our separate 
ways.
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The Culture of Culantro
Fifteen years ago, two farmers in La Saina, a small town fifteen slow kilometers 
west of San Jose along the Mamoni River extracted seeds from a wild culantro plant.
They began to cultivate it on their land and take their products to market. Estimates on 
the early market value of culantro ranged from $40 to $50 year round for a dozen massas 
(approximately four times current market values). These farmers soon converted, 
according to one government official, 10 hectares to the cultivation of culantro and its 
seeds. As farmers in San Jose got word of the returns on the crop, they began buying 
seeds from Hannibal Alfaro Hernandez, one of the two pioneers. All farmers interviewed 
have now converted the core of their market-bound agricultural production to culantro, 
and eight of the nine households I interviewed earn their primary income from culantro 
harvesting or working in culantro fields (the other household is CM, whose residents are 
paid Earth Train staff members). As Maximino told me, he used to plant lots of rice and 
com, but “switched to culantro with everyone else.”
Land Preparation
The specific land preparation techniques employed to harvest culantro, 
particularly in quantities bound for market, have ecological and social implications. The 
clearing and burning of land is not a new technique and is often employed to show use 
for tenure purposes. Farmers in Madrono now seem wedded to culantro for their 
livelihood and will tend to continue current land practices. In an effort to maximize 
yields (both the number of plants in a given plot and the size of their leaves), the most 
favorable conditions for its growth are sought- exposure to sun and access to water. Land 
preparation techniques and culantro planting- referred to locally as “al voleo” (to
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broadcast)- followed similar patterns with all plots I witnessed, regardless of whether on 
steep slopes or near homes in flat areas: most if not all trees on a plot are cut down; when 
the undergrowth dries out, it is burned (usually in the summer months between February 
and May), and then culantro seeds are scattered by hand throughout the plot.
Culantro plots observed range in size from 30 meters square to one hectare.
Those in flat areas (four such plots were identified) were significantly smaller than those 
in the hills. Flat land and hillside plots each have their own advantages. Usually closer 
to homes than hillside plots, flat plots decrease travel time, are easier to fertilize and 
clean, easier to control against invasive pests and animals, and exhibit less soil erosion. 
Hillside plots, on the other hand, demonstrate higher yields and several campesinos also 
mentioned that hillside cultivation was easier on their backs.
Maintenance and Harvesting
Broadcast culantro seeds sprout after 15 days. After three to three and a half 
months the plant is fully mature, at which time it sends out a seed-head. The farmer is 
then faced with the choice of whether or not to cut the heads off. Cutting seed heads 
ensures that the plant’s energy gets redirected to the leaves, therefore yielding larger, and 
sellable plants. Allowing the seed heads to mature, on the other hand, is also a crucial 
part of culantro cultivation. A 301b bag of seeds costs $150, just enough for 1/8 of a 
hectare. According to Maximino, the parcel we worked would have required 401b. of 
seed. Because of the prohibitive cost of purchasing seeds, farmers allow one parcel or 
part of a parcel to go to seed. When ready, seed heads are harvested into a sack and 
mashed under foot to loosen the seeds. Timing is critical, because seeds do not keep,
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they have to be planted within ten to fifteen days of harvest. Without seed saving, 
Maximino told me, culantro cultivation would be too expensive.
Timing is also crucial when harvesting, as plants cannot last long between 
harvesting and getting to market. The rule of thumb is not to pull a culantro plant in the 
full sun, especially when harvesting on hillsides, because the leaves will quickly lose 
their moisture and begin shriveling. Also, once on a steep hill, a farmer preferably only 
has to make one descent to the creek. With these considerations, most culantro work- 
weeding plots, spraying fertilizer, cutting seed heads, or harvesting- is done in the early 
mornings or late afternoons. Harvests are also closely coordinated with trips to market in 
Panama City.
Culantro production relies on synthetic fertilizers and pesticides. The farmers 
spoke highly of fertilizer, which is carried onto plots in a plastic backpack and sprayed 
over crops. One young farmer commented many times as we harvested his plot, about 
how much greener and larger the leaves were on the fertilized section of his plot 
compared with non-fertilized areas. From observation and conversation, use o f chemical 
fertilizers is widespread among culantro harvesters. Insecticides and herbicides are also 
commonly used. Rafael said he has seen neighbors lose large amounts of crops to larvae 
from a migrating butterfly species that attacks culantro between August and September, 
and all culantro farmers therefore purchase an inexpensive insecticide.
Land Rotation
When cut properly culantro will grow back in 20-30 days, depending on soil 
fertility, which allows for ten to twelve harvests a year per plot. As a system of 
production, much is taken out of each culantro plot, but little is put in. Soil fertility is the
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determining factor of how long parcels last on hills. Rafael was very conscious of the 
fact that the critical top six inches of topsoil that is viable washes away on slopes, 
requiring that farmers rotate their fields and fertilize. Campesinos can tell from the size 
and color of the leaves when the soil is losing its fertility, at which point, they let “el 
monte crecer” (the forest grow). While plots are in re-growth, new ones are cleared or 
put into production.
Gabriel said the patch of land I worked on with him will be good for five years, 
while others said one to three years was the life of a culantro plot. When Maximino was 
asked about two or three-year rotations he said, “if you do it that way the soil gets weak 
and takes longer to regenerate fertility.” He changes his three 1/8 hectare plots on an 
annual basis, and says he usually gets twelve harvests a year from each plot. In general, 
producers with larger hillside plots do two and three-year rotations, while those with 
smaller parcels rotate more frequently. As land is in a process of regrowth, Rolando said, 
many farmers will intercrop maize, manioc, and plantains for up to two years until ferns, 
grasses, and pioneer tree species such as Cecropia sp., Gliricidia Sepum, or a wild banana 
relative take over. The longest fallow period discussed for hillside culantro plots was 
five years. Not discussed by campesinos but well understood in tropical forestry 
literature is degree of nutrient storage in forest biomass and the nutrient cycling that 
occurs through leaf litter and root uptake. Anderson elaborates, “prolonged removal of 
this biomass- as is currently occurring over increasing areas of the moist tropics- 
effectively depletes essential nutrients from the ecosystem while promoting erosion, soil 
compaction, and weed infestation” (1990: 3).
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Labor
The practice of growing culantro is time and labor intensive. Even at a large scale 
it is best done by hand, thus labor in Madrono has come to revolve around culantro 
harvesting. Seven of the nine families interviewed had plots dedicated to culantro, for 
which they were responsible for clearing, maintaining, cleaning, spraying, harvesting, 
and seeding. During any of the steps of culantro cultivation, a laborer (referred to as 
“peon”) could be found, usually from within the area. At least three people in the 
uplands of Madrono earned income purely from being field laborers, including one 
included in this report. When asked what sort of work he got paid for, one young man 
responded, “puro culantro” (exclusively culantro). Rafael, unlike most residents 
interviewed, works primarily outside of San Jose, managing a group of workers in La 
Saina for a flat land culantro operation. He leaves San Jose at four in the morning to 
walk to work.
For those working around San Jose that I interviewed, labor exchange is common, 
especially among family members and long-time residents. Women live at four of the 
households interviewed but their participation in labor exchange was not assessed. From 
observation the women in Madrono were often attending to tasks in and around the home, 
and rarely on hillside plots. The three Guevara, four Gonzalez, and two members of the 
Rodriguez family all pool their labor to varying degrees depending on the work. In these 
cases it is not known if one brother is considered the plot owner and the others laborers, 
or if income from harvests is shared equally among households. I often saw unfamiliar
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faces of young men returning to town from the uplands- most likely hired laborers from 
San Jose. Laborers with their own plots can choose to not be paid, and instead count on 
reciprocity when they need help. This is the case on the land described in the vignette at 
the beginning of this section, where at least three people (Nieves, Maximino, Pirulu) had 
small plots next to each other, which were worked collectively. To give a sense of the 
labor involved, Rolando said from six to ten in the morning, one experienced person can 
harvest 40 massas, or if they work all day, up to 90 massas. Chico had harvested 31 
massas one morning. Working as a laborer, Maximino told me, he could earn $9.00 
before noon.
/  recall one early morning chiva ride down to Chepo. As usual, I  stopped at Gil ’s 
store and bought some crackers from him, asked about his kids, his soon-to-be- 
born granddaughter, and the latest update on the road access situation. “Here 
comes the car, ” his niece would tell me, ears acutely aware o f  the distant 
rumbling that evaded my senses. I  grabbed a box o f his soda bottles to be filled at 
the store in Chepo and loaded it on top o f  the truck with the usual motley o f  
goods: empty propane containers, large bags o f  culantro, the occasional head o f  
guineos, and personal belongings. Halfway down the mountain, on a routine stop 
in front o f a farm er’s house, a man helps his young son onto the back o f the chiva. 
The boy tucks under his seat a white plastic bag, out from which hangs the 
unmistakable striped tail o f  a large, dead, adult iguana.
The Jungle
Beyond the immediate land around their homes and bordering their hillside plots 
is the most critical and contested resource in the valley- the jungle. Residents describe 
the jungle in as many words as Eskimos have for snow. It is magical, beautiful, haunted, 
dangerous, bountiful, therapeutic, a well-spring. For outsiders in the valley, it is a buffer, 
a boundary, an adventure, the last remnants of a disappearing resource. Around issues of
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forest use in Madrono is a rich dialogue between insider and outsider that strikes at the 
core of many sustainable development efforts in Central America.
To frame this discussion, important local forest uses are highlighted as they 
provide insight into some local perspectives. These perspectives can be seen under a 
larger global concern for saving endangered jungle species, which oftentimes guide 
conservation projects. The largest bird of prey in the world, the extremely endangered 
harpy eagle, for example, used to be seen around Madrono. Jaguars and tapirs, also 
threatened, are common here. As discussed earlier, many critiques of development 
projects designed to save mega-fauna claim these efforts often create “fortress-style” 
conservation (Young et al. 2001: 299). Others go further, claiming conservation has 
joined the other three C’s of empire, Christianity, commerce, and civilization (Young et 
al. 2001:314).
Whether for protection, recreation, protein or other animal products, the hunting 
of jungle animals is a significant part of the lives of most families interviewed. While 
harvesting with one farmer on a steep hillside, he mentioned that he leaves the tops of his 
culantro plots intact so the animals he hunts have land on which to live. Skinny dogs 
that are prevalent around every house, besides acting as guards for homes, are used on 
hunts to sniff out and corral large animals such as tapir, jaguar. Several times when 
questioned about jaguars, farmers explained that they eat people, horses, and dogs; 
therefore they need to be shot. One neighbor had a rocking chair made from one’s hide, 
while another hung on his wall. “Hay muchos” (there are many), he said.
Gabriel and Isaias informed me that the Mayor of Chepo banned hunting for 
market, but there are no regulations restricting it for consumption. I ate iguana and rabbit
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on several occasions. I saw a fresh tapir skin and a freshly killed six-foot python that was 
later turned into a belt to hold a campesino’s pants up. Other animals hunted include 
wild boar, puma, deer, several bird species, and monkeys. One household had a large 
parrot with clipped wings as a pet. Fish in the Mamoni River, according to Camilo, used 
to be two feet long, and that up until eight years ago there were large shrimp in the river. 
For Semana Santa (Easter Week), a yearly Catholic festival involving large feasts, 
farmers would use small bombs and poisons to catch large amounts of fish and shrimp.
He laments that large fish and shrimp can no longer be found in the rivers on the Pacific 
side of the divide. Rivers in the Kuna Yala, in comparison, are in a relatively pristine 
condition. Once a year, one farmer and his brothers go on a fishing trip into the Kuna 
Yala where they smoke their fish on site and bring them back home.
Overuse of resources in one place forces pressures onto another territory. Panama 
has more tropical forest cover than any other country in Central America and at a rate of 
158,000 acres a year, is clearing forests fester than any other country. Aerial photographs 
show a dramatic contrast in forest cover along the continental divide where CM is located 
(see Maps 1 and 2). The example of fishing is a microcosm of a larger debate in Panama 
where 25 percent of the land is protected in one way or another, mostly in autonomous 
indigenous territories (Earth Train 2003). Whereas Kuna Yala contains some of the 
largest remaining stands of mature forest in Central America, forest on south facing 
slopes, including CM’s neighbors to the east, are being clear cut for pasture and crops.
The rainforests that now exist in Panama constitute ten percent of their estimated 
coverage three generations ago (Earth Train 2003). There continues to be a long­
standing debate as to how to best use forests. The national government of Panama, for
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example, is in ongoing negotiations about bringing extractive mining projects into the 
Kuna Yala, claiming sub-surface rights. Proponents of the mining claim the land in Kuna 
Yala is going ‘‘unused.” Though beyond the scope of this project, the Kuna are renowned 
for their extensive knowledge of and spiritual connection to the jungle’s plants, roots, and 
animals. In my experience, assumptions about forest use were dramatically changed after 
engaging the local farmers and Kuna, and listening to their stories. Government agencies 
and outsiders in general would be wise to fully understand the extent of Kuna and 
campesino knowledge of forest uses before major decisions are made which would 
significantly affect those uses. The goal is not to prize campesino knowledge as more 
valid than those of extension agents or foreigners, but to give all relevant voices equal 
weight in the development of Madrono in order to find mutually held values and promote 
beneficial initiatives that address the social, environmental, and economic concerns of the 
area.
From my observations and video footage, the distinction between pasture, 
cultivated plots on hillsides and the forest seemed clear. Upon closer look, however, the 
upland forests of Madrono are used in a variety of ways. When walking with Leandro, he 
pointed out large pineapples planted in what I thought was uncultivated jungle. He and 
his brothers displayed a remarkable knowledge of medicinal plants extracted from the 
forest. Leandro had also begun experimenting with bringing “tierra negra” (black soil), 
essentially decomposed trees, down to his nursery, which he used as a potting medium 
and soil amendment to substitute for chemical fertilizer. Beyond these uses, of course, 
campesinos depend on the forest trees for both construction material and firewood for 
cooking (see Table 3 for census data of San Jose).
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EXTENSIONS- CONNECTING MADRONO TO THE OUTSIDE
Though considered to be in a marginal part of Panama, the town of San Jose has 
one public phone, and most residents get news from small radios (Contraloria 2000b: 
465). Residents of Madrono are connected to the Panama outside of their valley as well 
as to world markets, in important ways. I was reminded of this when a news report citing 
an incidence of mad-cow disease in Washington State was transmitted over Panamanian 
radio. The next day farmers in Madrono were overheard discussing the potential effects 
of that incident on local beef prices. In an increasingly globalized world, fewer people 
live in isolation from communities outside their own region. Assessments of local 
realities cannot, therefore, treat their localities as if they were in a science laboratory 
existing with known controls and known variables. Land use practices not only reflect 
localized control over resources and decision-making but also are a result of external 
factors, often beyond an individual’s control. The concept of nested scales is useful in 
describing external factors, which affect household-level decision-making processes. 
Climate, transportation, markets, local and regional politics, and deeply ingrained 
pressures toward raising cattle are critical to understand if a fair representation of 
Madrofio farmers is to be painted.
Climate
Though a different force than markets and transportation, climate is beyond the 
control of formers in Madrono, and is thus discussed as an external factor affecting land 
uses. Most of Panama lies between eight and nine degrees north of the equator.
Scorching sun is a year-round constant. The major climatic variable, closely related to
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mountain ranges, is rainfall during summer months. Most of Panama gets substantial 
rainfall from April to December, peaking in October, but can go two months without a 
drop over the summer. The district of Chepo receives up to 3,000mm of rain annually, 
fluctuating between 10mm in February to 400mm in October (Instituto de Cartografia 
1988). The Mamoni valley’s unique location relative to the central mountain range 
provides the area with year-round rainfall higher than the average for the district of 
Chepo, with the tops of the mountains getting close to 6,000mm of annual rainfall 
(Instituto de Cartografia 1988). The climate of the valley is apparent on a chiva ride out 
of San Jose in the summer when, after climbing out of the valley, vegetation and the air 
become noticeably drier, and the cool breeze dies out. Farmers in Madrono are well 
aware of the ecological advantage their valley has for harvesting a variety of crops, 
culantro in particular, and their farming practices are adapted to rainfall patterns. Gabriel 
boasted, “aqui en Madrono, produce lo que sembra” (here in Madrono, whatever you 
plant grows). Rolando shared a rhyme: “Si siembra en Abril vaya a dormir, si siembra en 
Mayo, trabaja como un caballo” (if you plant in April, go to sleep,if you plant in May, 
work like a horse).
Culantro, unlike its more fragile relative called “cilantro chino,” is adapted to the 
climatic conditions of this upland region. The plant requires lots of water, a loose, rich 
topsoil, and partial shade to full sun. Without a constantly moist environment and some 
shade, its leaves will dry quickly or will not grow to a good market size. Partially shaded 
plants, particularly those growing under decomposing fallen trees, grow well due to the 
moisture levels retained on the plant and in the soil. In the areas of Panama, which suffer 
drought-like heat spells during the summer, such as the Darien to the east, culantro leaves
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get scorched and turn yellow or stay small. Rain decreases over the summer in Madrono, 
but still falls consistently. Along with cool breezes and south facing slopes, the climatic 
conditions of Madrono allow for year-round culantro harvests. The change in climate in 
the area was a topic of conversation among several of the older farmers in the area. 
Usually, Cecilia commented, there is little difference between summer and winter in San 
Jose - it still rains all the time. But both she and Gil Toribio explained that last summer 
was the first time in as long as they had been there that they experienced several weeks 
without rain. Gil shared, “It used to rain a lot here, much more than it does now. Cutting 
all these trees has made it much drier. Now it hardly rains at all compared to before.” 
Considering the water necessary for culantro production, decreased rainfall will have 
significant impacts on the regions primary market crop.
Market
As the rest of the country dries up, the supply of culantro shrinks, and prices 
double or sometimes triple. Though farmers in Madrono produce culantro year round, 
the summer months of February, March and April are the boom times. Campesinos told 
of prices ranging from $2 to $4 for a dozen massas in the winter, to $10- $20 in the 
summer (within the time research was completed for this report, prices went from $4 to 
$ 10).
The culantro market is situated at the public Mercado de Abasto in Panama City, 
an hour from Chepo in a private vehicle or up to four hours on public transportation. The 
market for culantro is purely for domestic consumption. Farmers from Madrono sell 
directly to shop owners, tourists, or to intermediaries who often group the culantro with 
parsley and green onions, which they sell as a “package.” This package is bought at a set
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price, and was referred to by two 
interviewees as a dependable price 
guarantee. Since no farmers interviewed 
produce green onions or parsley, the 
price they get from intermediaries 
depends on current market prices.
Intermediaries then buy parsley and 
green onions from other sources and sell 
their package at a guaranteed price 
usually to restaurants or supermarkets.
Culantro production has gone from a year-round lucrative business to only 
profitable during summer months. It is an economically marginal commodity in the 
winter (for a more complete explanation of marginality see Blakie and Brookfield 1987: 
19-23), and even in boom times its production does not register on the country’s 
agricultural radar. An agent at the Office of Agrarian Reform said the government pays 
little attention to this area because of its marginal economic contribution to the country. 
Market prices taken in conjunction with the land practices used to harvest culantro and a 
trend of decreasing soil fertility point to an unsustainable situation. Despite this, some 
residents are hopeful. Jose Gil said, “there will be a time when culantro is worth a lot 
again.”
Transportation
Beyond what grows well, determined by climatic conditions, labor availability, 
and market prices, is the reality of getting produce to market. Based on observations and
CULANTRO FOR EXPORT
Several farmers shared that in 2002 an 
American visited the area interested in 
the possibility o f exporting culantro.
He took a sample with him to be tested 
for importation but was never heard 
from again.
Some culantro from Panama had 
previously been exported to the U.S. 
through Costa Rica, but under the 
name cilantro. When it was discovered 
that cilantro was actually culantro, an 
uncertified crop, exports were stopped. 
Rafael shared that the high safety 
standards in the US and yield 
requirements are too strict for culantro 
to be considered an exportable 
commodity.
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the frequency of discussions about the condition of the road, access to San Jose and the 
transportability of food crops is a critical factor determining whether food is grown for 
consumption or market. The success of culantro, for example, is directly related to the 
quantity one person can bring to the market via public transportation. One large bag of 
culantro, containing six-dozen massas, for example, costs an extra SI on the chiva, and an 
extra $6 from Chepo to the market in Panama City. Based on studies, a MIDA 
representative told me that $7.67 is spent on transportation for every bag of culantro 
taken to market. This significant cost is easily overcome in summer months when 
culantro prices are high. In the winter, however, the effort to cultivate is sometimes not 
worth the labor, time, and transportation costs of getting to market. Rolando mentioned 
that if the cost for laborers, food, and transportation are too high, he leaves a crop to go to 
seed.
In comparison, a crop such as yucca, which sells for $. 10/lb. requires a much 
greater expenditure of energy to reach similar returns. Jose Gil commented that a farmer 
needs to plant 40 or 50 parcels (about 50x50 ft each) to make this a viable market crop. 
With every yucca root weighing as much as 5-10 lbs., the labor involved to get the crop 
to market is daunting. Plantains, which sell at $9 per 100 individuals, also do not pay off. 
Rafael said he would like to plant more manioc and plantains but does not plant in 
quantity because it is too expensive to transport and he has no means of turning his soil to 
keep it rich. Other crops such as papaya, pineapple, name, and sugar cane, though 
fetching good prices in market, are not viable, again because of the transportation 
involved. These crops do, however, grow well in Madrono and tend, therefore, to be 
grown close to homes. “Everything grows here” Cecilia stated, and then spoke longingly
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of the possibility of loading a market-bound car with the normal culantro harvest plus a 
bag of pineapples, papayas, sugar cane, and a prized yucca or two.
Easier access out of San Jose was a unanimously desired improvement among all 
farmers interviewed. Rafael, noting the progress of the valley, shared, “we now have cars 
getting to Madrono.” Year-round access by car to his house, he said, was the logical next 
step. In a conversation about having a vehicle and improved roads, Isaias and Gabriel 
determined they could make three round trips to market and back in one day, and 
excitedly calculated the prospective earnings—about $400 before expenses.
As access out of Madrono becomes easier, however, so does access to Madrofio 
from the outside. Once a bridge is built over the Mamoni River, and any vehicle has 
guaranteed safe passage, land prices will likely rise and new pressures will begin to 
influence farmer’s decisions.
Cattle Culture
From the beginning of land settlement patterns in Madrono the pressure- both 
internally generated and as a result of institutional bias at the government level- toward 
cattle production has been significant. The landscape around Madrofio reflects a larger 
trend throughout Panama which one report calls the country’s “culture of pastures” (cited 
in Jones 1990). This culture portrays the poor farmer’s perspective as one in which 
notions of wealth and land security are intimately tied to the presence of cattle. A report 
published by the United Nations University synthesizes the pressure for Central 
American farmers; “A man’s capacity to clear land has become a cultural validation of 
personal wealth and a motivation independent of the economic aspects of the process” 
(Jones 1990).
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This pressure to raise cattle 
contradicts numerous reports that 
show the poor economics of cattle 
raising, including one which 
determined that on farms ranging 
from 17 to 122 ha in six of eight 
sites throughout Central America 
including Panama, economic 
returns from cattle raising were 
negative (Jones 1990). Yet through 
the 1960’s and 1980’s the World 
Bank determined that cattle was a 
viable market for Panama to pursue, 
and facilitated agricultural reform 
measures to increase cattle ranching 
(Zimbalist and Weeks 1991).
Upon settlement in Madrono poor farmers could not afford cattle or chose not to 
take out a loan to purchase them, though some, like Gil Toribio, did. Gabriel explained 
he could not afford a $1,000 bull or a $500 cow. When asked directly, he said cattle 
raising was a difficult enterprise to get into and added that because loans are needed to 
get started, cattle production is usually reserved for large land owners. For those that do 
breed cattle my impression is that they are an asset that comes with a relatively 
guaranteed price and market. Calves can be sold for up to $200. All cattle ranchers in
BANK LOANS
Two sources for bank loans are available to 
campesinos in San Jose, according to my 
interviewees. Both banks are in Chepo.
Banco de Desarollo Agropecuario
The primary source of lending to Madrono, 
the bank gives loans for specific projects with 
a 4 to 5% interest rate. Cash is not given 
directly to farmers. Instead, farmers receive 
goods and services, and the sellers present 
receipts to the bank to be repaid. Current 
President Mirea Moscoso recently began a 
micro-credit program through the BDA, 
which allows small amounts of cash (up to 
several thousand dollars) to be given directly 
to producers at low interest rates. These 
loans are considered more secure because 
farmers can request grace periods and 
extensions on loans if they ca not be re-paid 
on time.
Banco Nacional
These loans do not require a specified project 
and are given in cash. They come with a 
higher interest rate and are considered more 
risky because assets such as land or cattle are 
used as collateral. Many farmers in the valley 
have defaulted on these loans and their lands 
were repossessed by the bank
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my sample group also harvest culantro, two practices that, unfortunately for the forest, 
complement each other.
The short fallows associated with culantro production leads to land losing fertility 
over time. Combined with the immediacy of subsistence needs, pasture becomes a real 
economic alternative after hillsides have been cleared for crop production. The slash- 
and-bum agriculture practices seen in Madrono echo those of poor fanners in Central 
America generally; the tendency is to convert crop land for pasture once soil fertility 
becomes insufficient. As “yields decrease, pasture is planted, until the farm has been 
completely converted” (Jones 1990). Armodio Pitti, Madrono’s political representative, 
used to harvest culantro but when his land was no longer rich enough to support it, 
converted his land to pasture. In the context of land tenure, cattle raising is considered an 
improvement o f the land over crop production and with the limited inputs necessary, is 
seen as “well adapted to the maintenance of title” (Jones 1990). Culantro production, on 
the other hand, is not a viable option for large land owners because of the labor costs 
involved.
From the perspective of outside organizations, large pastures and barren hillsides 
in the tropics is indicative of the problems of deforestation, and often become the 
justification for intervention. “Look,” says Nathan Gray of Earth Train, “the long-term 
economics of cattle are not good” (Gray 2004). When Earth Train bought the land at 
Centro Madrono, other buyers from outside had cash in hand, ready to convert the land to 
pasture. The first action the organization took was to remove the cattle from the land.
In the local context, removing cattle must have been seen as abnormal behavior. 
Though the line between large and small farm or rich and poor farmer is often an
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arbitrary one, clear distinctions are apparent in Madrono between the two and the 
presence of many cattle is a telltale sign. Political power is often tied to large 
landholdings and ownership of cows and machinery (e.g., to fix roads). For example, the 
farmer who had denied access to residents across his land is one of the largest ranchers in 
the area who, before the election of the current mayor of Chepo, had been able to 
convince elected officials (allegedly through payment) to keep access restricted. The 
presence of wealth without cattle in Madrono is a first, the impacts of which are yet 
unknown.
A Confluence of Ideas
The farmers in this upland area are by no means stagnant in their beliefs or 
practices. The crop and animal production described in the previous section has been 
framed within various internal and external pressures involved with decision making at 
the household level. These pressures are felt differently by particular households, and are 
in a constant process of negotiation among households and between households and 
outside agencies.
Through farmer interactions within an association of producers and between 
farmers and extension agents, as well as through the new presence of an international 
NGO (Earth Train), the complex negotiating between “inside” and “outside” knowledge 
bases can be more closely examined.
MIDA and Campesinos
Madrono is a small economically and geographically marginal area with a short 
history of settlement (everything was jungle when residents arrived). Settlers have 
changed with the times, but there is a distinct connection among those that were around
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before the road was paved, which distinguishes local campesinos from those not from the 
area. I observed a distinction between locally generated ideas and those from the 
“outside,” and this distinction greatly informs trust in the valley. This distinction holds 
between the community of San Jose and farmers living in the upper parts of Madrono.
The clearest example of the dialogue between inside and outside knowledge was 
witnessed through conversations about the role of Ministerio de Desarollo Agropecuario 
(MIDA) extension agents in the valley.
The common problems of Panama’s rural sector of migrant slash-and-bum 
agriculture and the pressures of the “culture of pastures,” creates the side effect that 
farmers’ land use practices tend to remain in a predictable cycle. As Jones elaborates,
“As an unfortunate side-effect of this situation, the farmers have not developed 
agricultural techniques for soil conservation nor improved management techniques for 
humid conditions, nor have they experimented with new crops which might serve to 
extend the productive life of recently deforested lands” (1990). This holds true in 
Madrono, whose farmers are adapting survival strategies to a dynamic set of external 
factors. The immediacy of needs often prevent time-intensive techniques such as 
composting, and reforestation from being adopted. MIDA’s mandate is to implement 
agricultural projects that decrease rural poverty, practices that are destructive to forests 
and soils, and offer alternatives that address soil infertility and pest invasion (Ministerio 
de Desarollo Agropecuario 2003). These attempts in Madrono were often complicated in 
the face of values held by campesinos, poor communication channels, and mistrust.
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The Association
An association of producers was formed six years ago in Madrono. Besides providing a 
structure for labor and resource pooling, the association is a vehicle through which 
campesinos become linked to MIDA extension agents in Chepo. The relationship 
between the association and MIDA is unofficial, as recognition by the Panamanian 
government requires the association to register as an official entity with a fee of $120. 
Despite this, the association’s relationship to MIDA representatives remains an active one 
and is important to understand, as it provides the principal link for farmers to outside 
“expertise” and funding for agricultural projects. There are currently 11 members of the 
association, including people from six of the nine households in my sample. Though the 
purpose behind the organization was never made explicit, its members have access to 
technical assistance and demonstration projects by MIDA extension agents, and they are 
sometimes allowed free entrance into MIDA-sponsored events, like the annual 
agricultural exposition in Tanara (halfway between Panama City and Chepo).
Both the association and MIDA seem to have congruent interests: farmers seek 
knowledge and resources to implement new projects while MIDA is mandated to initiate 
projects to keep farmers on their land. While discussing potential alternative land uses, 
Rafael commented to me that “lo que falta es la tecnica,” (what’s missing is the know­
how) to initiate new farming projects. Gabriel also mentioned several times that it was 
the MIDA people who had the knowledge as to how best to initiate new projects. The 
agency offers free technical assistance to members of the association from Monday to 
Friday, but charges a fee for weekend visits. In general, MIDA has specialists in
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particular fields (a veterinarian, a cattle expert, etc.), including a representative who 
makes rounds to San Jose, but not on a regular basis. When farmers want to begin a 
project, they contact the MIDA representative, who assesses the site and creates a plan 
and budget.
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CAMPESINOS AND MIDA
• A MIDA veterenarian oversaw the birthing of piglets at Gabriel’s house.
• Six years ago the previous MIDA representative to San Jose helped Gabriel start 
his Tilapia project. MIDA donated the PVC tubes for irrigation and 500 baby 
fish.
•As part o f a national government program to improve livelihoods in poor rural 
areas, MIDA built a facility in San Jose called an Acropio. Its purpose was to 
serve as a central place for agricultural products to come awaiting transport, and 
for seminars and demonstrations. The acropio currently stands unused and un­
maintained.
•Three farmers mentioned MIDA had sponsored a group o f campesino to see a 
flat land rice demonstration project.
•A vermicomposter technique in which worms (from California) eat cow manure 
to create “abono organico ”.
• The Tanara Fair is a yearly agricultural exposition halfway between Panama 
City and Chepo. It is also the site of MIDA’s permanent demonstration plots. A 
MIDA representative at the fair told me visitors were most curious about 
medicinal plants and organic farming. On display at the fair was:
•A model for acetic acid extraction from Cecropia sp. for natural 
insecticide
•Raised-bed culantro plantings
•A medicinal plant garden
•Rows of pina, okra, and other vegetables
•Demonstration plots of fodder grasses
•IDIAP (Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias) had examples of 
different seed varieties and booths explaining the benefits of new seed 
strains
•Rodeos and cattle sales
Unfortunately, as a 22-year veteran of MIDA explained, farmers seldom engage 
MIDA agents. Most often, he said, “we only get called when somebody has a pest
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problem.” One resident mentioned that MIDA folks were helpful at the beginning of a 
project, but did not follow through and that many locals do not trust them much.
Interviews from both campesinos and MIDA extension agents are helpful to 
unpacking and understanding this relationship. Conversations with campesinos, for 
example, highlight the pioneering spirit of those who work the land. Rosa and Isaias 
commented on how MIDA representatives are learned and studied, but do not know how 
to apply their knowledge practically. Rosa commented, “Lo que saben es la letra, ellos 
no saben como se hace” (They know the ideas, they don’t know how it is done). Isaias 
added, “Los produtores aprendemos mas trabajando” (the producers, we learn more by 
working). Rafael also spoke of the importance of local knowledge based on application 
of practice in the field. Their claims were explained in examples surrounding culantro 
production.
Wanting to teach other farmers about culantro production, MIDA had come to 
Madrono to learn from those who knew best. They came to take samples of culantro to 
study the effects of noxious weeds on them. But, two farmers lament, they never brought 
back any of those results. So, Rafael said proudly, farmers in Madrono figured out how 
to combat weeds and fungi and how to maximize yields. Through trial and error he 
found the proper dosage of chemical to use to combat a fungus that had damaged crops 
without damaging the culantro. Soon, he said, neighbors were asking him what he did. 
MIDA agents then asked him what he had found out and now, he lamented, MIDA 
promotes the knowledge he learned as guidelines for culantro. One of his friends advised 
him not to pass on any information about proper dosage because the company producing 
the chemical is the only one that would profit from that information.
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In relation to culantro MID A now advocates for raised bed planting. Rafael
commented that MIDA wants to change agricultural practices in the valley from planting
“al voleo” (broadcast) in the hills to parcels in the flat lands. But they need resources, he
said, to do this work, and he concluded, “aqui no contamos en el apoyo del MIDA” (Here
we don’t count on the support of MIDA).
Other projects MIDA has demonstrated in the valley signify a change from
traditional practices. According to two MIDA representatives the agency has tried
instituting an integrated pig, duck and crop system utilizing manure, chemical-free
composting systems, acetic acid extraction from certain trees for fertilizer, fruit tree
projects and a rice production method (in irrigated flat pools) designed for flat-land
cultivation to keep farmers from working on hills. Benedicto Martinez, the former
MIDA representative to San Jose, said, “ellos no quieren hacer nada de cambiar las
tecnologias” (they don’t want to do anything about changing their technologies). He was
clear to explain that MIDA works slowly. They do not promise huge, immediate results
because they themselves are learning. Organic and chemical-free land use practices, he
said, are virtually unknown in Panama and certainly unheard of in Madrono. He added
that campesinos cannot expect huge returns on these projects immediately, and that their
expectations of instant rewards are part of the problem.
A twenty-two year veteran of MIDA listed what he thought were reasons for the
lack of progress in the condition of farmers in Madrono:
- The sale of land. Far too often, whether because of defaults on loans or fear of 
violence that had once plagued the Madrono area, people move away. Often this 
land is sold for pasture.
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- Campesinos are stuck with culantro. This echoes a concern of Rafaels, “el 
problema es que el mercado en Panama esta saturado de culantro” (the problem in 
Panama is the market is saturated with culantro.)
- MIDA has failed in their commitment to improve the transportation situation to 
Madrono.
- “Hay que fortalecer el grupo” (The association should be made stronger).
- “Falta liderasco en el area” (The area lacks leadership)
- “La comunidad esta partida” (The community is divided.)
- He mentioned that migrants from other provinces typically do not trust 
government.
Campesinos still have plans and dreams for new crops. Aware of larger market 
forces, they know that non-traditional crops are the fastest growing part of the 
agricultural sector in Panama (Institute Interamericano 2003b). Judging from current 
market realities associated with culantro, they will need resources currently unavailable 
locally to implement them. Improved communication between the association and MIDA 
would be an important step. Another, as Rafael mentioned, is good organization among 
farmers in Madrono. Nieves, for example, wants to propose a coffee project, but he has 
been daunted by the required paperwork. Gabriel wants to start a shrimp project, but says 
he needs to have a market first. Isaias mentioned interest in converting some of his 
pasture to parsley and green onions, but says “no hay los recursos” (We don’t have the 
resources). Parsley and green onion were mentioned by four farmers as potential market 
crops. Both crops were selling at $2.00 a pound (or $24 a dozen), and because of their 
transportability, would be brought to market in bulk alongside culantro in order to sell the 
package and get a guaranteed price. The difficulty is that heavy rains destroy these crops 
requiring that they be grown under cover, which is usually too expensive for most small 
producers.
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Within the context of this ongoing relationship between MIDA and campesinos, 
their values, willingness to change current land uses, and trust (or lack-thereof), a new 
influence has entered the discourse. With a better understanding of the complexity of 
land-use negotiations in Madrono, CM staff and organizers can better adapt their 
intervention strategies to foster a positive convergence of ideas, rather than become a 
potentially menacing presence in the valley. As campesino’s become better informed of 
the goals of CM and the availability of resources therein, they should allow for and 
encourage ideas and demonstrations to flourish at the center.
EXCERPT FROM ADDRESS GIVEN BY NATHAN GRAY, 
DIRECTOR OF EARTH TRAIN, TO A GROUP OF ORGANIZERS
We want to believe that community participation and conservation of endangered 
areas is the way to go. I want to believe that. The practice is very difficult. We ’re 
up against an area that is that little sliver ofprimary forest that really shouldn’t 
have a lot of visitors. In fact, as some might argue, shouldn’t have any. And our 
being next to it with the goal o f creating some kind o f a buffer- restoring, creating 
some viability- could be a backfire. Could have negative consequences, because 
you create some opportunities, cottage industry, sustainable agriculture. You’ve got 
rural people who were there but then left for the city because they didn’t feel like 
rural life was viable, who are saying, oh wow, that valley’s got productivity, let’s 
come back. So we could have the effect o f increasing the population against, 
alongside o f what must be protected.
Centro Madrono
A view from the main house at Centro Madrono reveals lush forests marking the 
top of the central mountain range and the northern boundary of land-use expansion for 
campesinos. To the east and west patches of clear cut and cultivated forest breakup the 
blanket of dark green forest cover- a trend that continues to move eastward toward the 
Darien, one of the most threatened forest patches in Central America. Old plots, now in 
light-green and yellow bursts of re-growth flow down the mountains into barren cattle
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pastures and narrow creek beds. The complexity of life visible through the land uses on 
the Madrono hills is echoed in the diversity of pressures and opinions motivating 
decisions about appropriate or necessary land uses. Centro Madrono now exists in this 
complex and on-going discourse.
Though small in scale, CM organizers have already made decisions and vocalized 
opinions that reflect their version of appropriate land uses: cattle have been removed 
from the land; over 200 fruit, leguminous, and hardwood trees have been planted; 
composting toilets have been built; a micro-hydro turbine has been installed which 
produces electricity for CM but could power most of San Jose; and chemical-free gardens 
have been planted with non traditional crops using organic fertilizers and amendments.
These practices reflect a version of development based on Earth Train’s particular 
conceptions of what the problems are in this valley. The idea of self-sufficient gardens 
and agroforestry in the tropics is alluring to Americans, and many organizations and 
private enterprises have undertaken similar endeavors (for a concise overview of 
agroforestry see Ruark et al. 2003). But often these projects fail to incorporate or even 
consider the years of knowledge and experience present among local residents. The 
problem at the outset tends to be a lack of information exchange before projects were 
implemented. Such was the case at CM. The Toribio brothers, though in charge of CM, 
have adapted their land uses to the goals set out by Earth Train organizers: reforest 
pasture lands, no cutting of trees, recycle nutrients and materials, no hunting, and no 
chemicals.
Leandro, the head gardener, spent months trying to understand why American 
seed varieties and certain planting techniques were used, while Earth Train organizers
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wondered why half of their first crops died. Learning from past mistakes, Leandro and 
organizers are now experimenting with new techniques that blend years of acquired local 
knowledge with CM’s broader goals o f restoring forest cover and modeling sustainable 
practices. Agents from MIDA have begun to take interest in the work at CM, particularly 
the emphasis on organic production, and have recently held workshops open to the public 
on creating organic soil amendments. The agency shares that the most adopted organic 
techniques throughout the Chepo region have been fermented fertilizers, compost, and 
acetic acid extraction as insecticide. The workshops at Madrono marked the first time 
campesinos, CM staff and organizers, and MIDA agents came together to engage 
discussion over land-use techniques, and is an encouraging sign for CM as to the role it 
can fill in the valley.
AN AVOIDABLE CLEAR CUT
A neighbor of CM’s from the Sanjur family has been living on his father’s property 
for 15 years. He overheard that the new visitors in town were interested in 
protecting forests. He also heard that the neighbors had invited his father over to 
discuss land issues. Afraid that his father would sell his land out from under him, 
the neighbor did the only thing he could to make his land seem worthless- he clear 
cut a lush 100m riparian hillside facing CM.
Recommendations for Centro Madrono
In a conversation with Isaias about inside and outside ideas about land use, he 
mentioned, “Nathan doesn’t want us to cut trees. If we had help from the American 
government to help the poor campsinos we could get tractors to turn the soil in the flat 
lands and plant down here and not have to drop trees.” His comment encompasses the 
difficulty in harmonizing locally felt realities with the sense of urgency that guides 
outsiders’ ideas of development. It also highlights an important insight into how best CM 
can most effectively and appropriately engage the community.
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Poor campesinos, for the most part, have neither the wealth nor luxury to 
experiment with drastically new land use techniques. Their subsistence needs are 
constant and immediate. External pressures from market forces and cultural norms, 
transportation difficulties and climate are real forces outside their control. The particular 
land use practices they choose, therefore, reflect a degree of ownership, of access and 
control over their livelihoods, that is not easily relinquished. The presence of new ideas 
and practices can be seen as a threat to that control. Or, if presented appropriately, seen 
as a potential resource.
What CM has is access to material and intellectual resources and the luxury of 
time and flexibility to experiment. The ethic guiding CM’s work in Madrono should be 
based on creating an open space for dialogue and demonstrations of potential alternatives 
without demanding their implementation. As alternatives are proven to work at CM, 
techniques could be disseminated and collaborative efforts initiated to facilitate their 
incorporation by local farmers. The following list follows this ethic and outlines 
objectives and goals recommended for future projects as well as identifies crucial 
research beyond the scope of this report, which deserves attention.
Objectives
• Help farmers stay on their current lands, developing more sustainable practices 
and preventing their further migration east.
• Help make flat land crop production a viable alternative.
• Identify more sustainable forest practices currently known by campesinos and 
Kuna. Exchange this knowledge with agroforestry techniques.
• Create conditions at CM so that the negative impact of visitors on the land is 
minimal. Structure their presence on the land into restoration activities.
• Secure long-term resources (knowledge, training, materials, funding) to 
empower CM staff and other local farmers to pursue these alternatives while 
earning a living.
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Goals
• Share access to the electrical and refrigeration capabilities at CM, a unique 
resource. A large freezer currently stands unused but should be put to use for 
seed-saving. As CM organizers continue to learn about reforestation and home 
garden techniques, new seed varieties will be acquired along with seeds currently 
saved in Madrono. The potential storage of culantro seeds, among others, could 
be a useful resource for poor farmers in Madrono.
• Make CM a neutral venue, an intermediary, designed to promote exchanges 
between campesinos and MIDA agents by sponsoring demonstration projects. 
These activities should provide the necessary resources to attract a wide range of 
local residents (i.e. childcare, materials, meals from the garden). The idea is that 
CM takes on the role of the participant researcher, becomes an “organizing force” 
that acts as the focal point around which actors can rally and discover viable 
solutions (Park 1993: 9).
• Work to increase the viability of flat-land agriculture and conversion of pasture 
to trees, subsistence, and non-traditional crops that have high market values 
(parsley, green onion, squash, melons). This requires an expansion of organic soil 
amendment techniques.
• Offer internship and educational experiences for students from Panama and 
abroad based on an immersion with local farmers as teachers.
• Create avenues toward development which focus on the assets of a community, 
or its existing social capital (Cook, 1997). This report is a first attempt to 
document local social capital. The following research projects could add to this 
inventory and help to identify future projects.
- The use of secondary forest products among Kuna and campesinos, 
including medicinals, and their potential for cottage and value-added 
enterprises.
-  Existing and potential attempts at transboundaiy collaboration between 
campesinos and Kuna.
- Document local knowledge of marketable tree species and the potential 
of agroforestry practices to both contribute to a diversification of 
marketable products in Madrono and the restoration of cleared forest land.
- Compile case studies of existing organic agriculture and reforestation 
projects already in place in Panama. Facilitate farmer to farmer exhanges 
from around Panama at CM.
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CONCLUSION
The particular land uses employed in Madrono are consistent with those of rural 
formers throughout Central America, and are seen by many outside agencies, particularly 
those who see forest conservation as an effective development strategy, as one of the 
primary causes o f deforestation. With the urgency of global concerns over deforestation, 
rural poverty, and climate change, the tendency for those who “think globally and act 
locally” about such problems is to intervene - to pick a place on the map and promote 
land uses which address their concerns. Centro Madrono has now entered the San Jose 
area in the hopes of demonstrating and promoting a very different form of conservation 
than the one known by farmers here. This vision sees cows as a problem, trees as more 
valuable when left standing, and chemicals as harmful to agriculture. These values are a 
distinctly new set of beliefs in this valley. Even if campesinos hold a similar value 
system, current realities create a situation in which those values cannot be turned into 
action.
Urged by critiques of well-intentioned conservation projects, I went to Madrono 
to bring to the surface some of the values and pressures held by the various actors in the 
area, and to see and experience for myself what it takes to make a living in Madrono. As 
I discovered doing this report, this process requires a humbling of personal agendas, a 
nuanced attention to listening instead of acting, and an awareness of the connection 
between local land use practices and the variety of social, political, and economic factors 
that influence them.
This report has attempted to bring together some of the multiple views about land 
uses currently in negotiation in the uplands areas of San Jose de Madrono. This case
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study is grounded in critiques of development through conservation, which cite the 
failure of projects to fully “read the local terrain,” and thus, this report is offered as one 
reading o f the Madrono terrain. The reflexive approach taken is an attempt to include the 
researcher as an actor in the development process and leave transparent the process 
through which the information was gathered in order to that no one perspective be 
presented as more legitimate than another.
Farmers interviewed in Madrono are geographically and economically marginal 
relative to the industrialized center of the country. Government officials in Panama know 
little of the area, and extension agencies near the area have had limited success 
collaborating with farmers. Land uses by farmers reflect the immediacy of their 
subsistence needs, their distance from economic centers, and pressures felt at the 
household level, which make particular land use practices more practical and viable. The 
realities of local climate conditions, access to transportation, and market fluctuations 
make the cultivation of culantro the primary commodity sold by campesinos, reflecting 
an adapted land use practice, which yields the most marketable product with the least 
amount of work. Slash-and-bum agricultural techniques dominant in the valley, 
however, result in a serious loss of forest biomass and soil fertility, which will 
compromise the ability of farmers to subsist in Madrono with agriculture. As the report 
shows, cattle production is an attractive and real alternative to farmers working on 
increasingly infertile lands. Though not the most prosperous activity, cattle production 
reflects both agriculture reform measures promoted by the World Bank through the 
Panamanian government, cultural perceptions of wealth, and usufruct rights associated 
with land ownership. Expansion of cattle production in Madrono, though it may
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alleviate short term economic difficulties, in the long run will not improve the condition 
of the small scale farmer in Madrono, nor would it encourage the growth of forest 
biomass and improvement of soil fertility.
The MIDA extension agents familiar with Madrono are not well received, nor are 
the resources they offer taken advantage of by Madrono farmers. Extension agents, 
particularly those excited about promoting organic production techniques and 
reforestation projects, demonstrate awareness to the connections between ecological and 
human health, environmental and agricultural sustainability. Their interests should be 
considered coherent with those of both local farmers and CM’s organizers, and the 
resources available through MIDA should be embraced. A recent demonstration projects 
held for local farmers at CM highlights one positive way in which these actors are 
coming together in positive ways.
The potential for CM to become a model center for these types of interactions is 
significant, but it will require CM organizers to detach themselves from the notion that 
forest protection in the name of conservation will be well received locally. Nor will it be 
a replicable model by neighboring farmers, given their current resources. The potential 
of CM to be maximized also requires that campesinos take the initiative to participate, 
experiment, and share experiences and knowledge with others at CM. Pro-active steps on 
the part of CM organizers and MIDA agents to invite and include Kuna are also 
recommended.
As a founder o f CM, I do not feel comfortable promoting any practices there 
without first having a solid understanding of what local campesinos do on their land, 
what the Kuna do on theirs, why they choose particular practices over others, and how
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they could benefit from the presence of an international NGO. Having understood some 
of the real pressures faced by campesinos, I feel strongly that attempts to protect the 
forests around Madrono will not be well received, neither from campesinos or Kuna. 
Earth Train’s long term agenda in the valley should re-prioritize itself away from 
protected area management and toward local capacity- building to ensure the long-term 
survival of Madrofto’s farmers. This capacity- building could take a variety of forms, and 
should focus as much on the processes of collaboration as on end results of particular 
projects. In all cases activities should be open to the public and inclusive of women’s 
and young people’s perspectives. The survival of the forests around Madrono will be 
more assured if local farmers, in collaboration with government and NGO’s, can make a 
living keeping the trees standing.
By immersing in the lives of a small group of farmers, I have begun what I 
consider an important process of disseminating local land use strategies so that all actors 
in Madrono can more easily recognize the pressures affecting those decisions, and work 
together in dreaming a more sustainable fixture for this beautiful place and its people.
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Map 3: San Jose de Madrono (Toribio 2004).
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Map 4: Area around CM. Close-up of Toribio Map
Map 5: Madrono Census Map (Ortiz, 1997).
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TOWNSHIP 
AND TOWN
PRIVATE RESIDENCES
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENCES
Total Dirt
floors
Without
potable
water
Witho
ut
electri
city
Cook
over
open
fire
Cook
with
chare
oal
Witho
ut
televis
ion
With Without 
out private 
radio telephone
San Jose de 
Madrono
26 3 5 23 18 0 18 7 26
POPULATION
Total Men Worn
en
Younger 
than 18
OLDER THAN 10 YRS.
Total Less than 
third grade 
schooling
Employed Unemploye
d
Not
economically
active
Dliter
ate
Total In
agricultu
ral
activities
130 86 44 76 100 18 61 57 1 36 13
Table 3: Census Information about San Jose de Madrono (Contraloria 2000a).
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